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Chapterr 1
Consequencess of
crystal-fieldd symmetries
1.11 Outline of this thesis
Inn this thesis some investigations of rare-earth-doped semiconductors are presented.
Althoughh semiconductors are known to science and technology for more than a century, the main
interestt in these materials arose in 1948, after the invention of the transistor by J. Bardeen and
W.H.. Brattain [1.1]. The very first transistors used germanium as semiconducting substance, but
inn a few years one learned to prepare almost perfect silicon samples and since that time silicon is
usedd nearly exclusively as building material for transistors, computer chips and many other
semiconductingg devices. In thefiftyyears that followed silicon has become the material of which
thee physical and chemical properties are known better than for any other material. If someone
wantss to build a mechanical device with a structure of micron-size dimensions, one is obliged to
usee silicon, even if its semiconducting properties are not needed. Moreover, silicon is present
plentifullyy in nature as 28% of the earth's crust consists of silicon, the only element which is more
abundantt being oxygen [1.2]. It causes therefore no environmental problems; nearly every rock
orr pebble one picks up consists of high-grade silicon ore!
Nevertheless,, there are still many unanswered questions with regard to this element which have
too be solved.
Inn 1794 the rare-earth elements, or lanthanides, were discovered when a black mineral was found
inn Ytterby, Sweden. It was called Yttria and appeared to consist of a mixture of rare-earth
elements.. During the next 150 years all rare-earth elements were discovered until the last one,
promethium,, in 1945. Several rare-earth elements were identified by spectroscopic methods [1.3].
Atomss of the rare-earth elements have an incompletely filled 4f-electron shell, which is surrounded
byy electrons in the 5 s, 5p and 6s shells. These electrons, with a larger orbital radius, as indicated
11

inn figure 1.1, provide a shielding for the 4f electrons from the outer environment. 4f electrons of
rare-earthh impurities, embedded in a solid, therefore preserve to large extent their atomic
properties.. As a consequence, there exists a favourable opportunity of inducing optical intrashell
transitionss that yield sharp atomic-like spectra, practically independent of the host crystal. Using
thiss feature, it is conceivable that in the future very efficient devices can be built for the generation
and/orr detection of infrared or visible light, integrated on a silicon chip.
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Figuree 1.1 Radial charge distribution P~ as a function of radius r (in atomic units) for the 4f 5s,
5p5p and 6s orbitals ofGd* showing that the 4f electrons lie well inside the ion; after Freeman and
WatsonWatson [1.4].
Inn this thesis two rare-earth-doped semiconductor systems are experimentally investigated:
erbium-dopedd silicon and ytterbium-doped indium phosphide.
Inn the first chapter of the thesis the change in the optical properties of an Er + ion caused by its
imbeddingg in the silicon crystal will be investigated. This is connected with the change in the
atomicc energy levels brought about by the four surrounding silicon atoms, in tetrahedral
symmetry.. The ground-state spin-orbit multiplet will split into a maximum of eight components
duee to the crystal field. Although the magnitude of this effect cannot be calculated from first

principles,, it will appear that from the symmetry alone we canfindthat this effect is described with
onlyy two parameters. These results, using first-order perturbation theory, were obtained in 1962
byy Lea et al. [1.5], Numerical values of the two parameters can be obtained by fitting to the
experimentall data. The environment of Yb3+ in InP has similar symmetry, and also some examples
off this system will be given.
Inn chapter 2 the results are presented of an experimental photoluminescence investigation of
erbium-dopedd silicon and silicon oxide.
Inn chapter 3 the calculations described in chapter 1 will be extended to greater depth, and
additionall contributions to the crystal-field splitting will be calculated in second-order perturbation
theory.. This treatment will result in a slight improvement in thefittingof the experimentally found
liness in optical spectroscopy. The results given in chapter 2 will be discussed in more detail.
Numericall computations on the Zeeman splitting of the Er3+ ion in a crystalline environment are
presentedd in chapter 4. Cases of different symmetry are considered and compared with the
experimentall data for about 50 erbium-related electron paramagnetic resonance spectra.
Inn the following two chapters the system ytterbium in indium phosphide is investigated. In chapter
55 the models for ordering of crystal-field levels in the ground state and excited spin-orbit
multipletss of ytterbium in indium phosphide are examined. Several experiments providing
informationn on the ordering will be briefly discussed. These include the luminescence intensity,
temperaturee and stress dependence, and magnetic resonance, together with a crystal-field analysis.
Inn chapter 6 the Zeeman measurements, in magnetic fields up to 16 tesla, on InP:Yb are
presented.. Possible interpretations of the observed Zeeman splittings and the conversion of the
systemm to a different state will be discussed.

1.22 Introduction to the theory
Firstly,, some theoretical considerations about crystal-field calculations and especially the
influencee of symmetry, will be given. Silicon has the diamond structure, as illustrated by figure
1.2.. Although the overall symmetry of this lattice is cubic, the point-group symmetry of the atoms
iss less symmetric, it only has tetrahedral symmetry. In figure 1.3 a small part of the silicon lattice
iss presented. Every silicon atom is surrounded by only four other silicon atoms as nearest
neighbourss in a tetrahedral configuration, with the point-group symmetry T<t (4 3m). Indium
phosphide,, see also figure 1.3, has the closely related zincblende structure: in the indium
phosphidee crystal every indium atom is surrounded by four phosphorus atoms, and vice-versa.
Thee rare-earth atom ytterbium (charge 3+, ionic radius 0.858 A) is expected to replace an indium
33

Figuree 1.2 The diamond crystal structure. Cubic unit cells are indicated.
atomm (charge 3+, ionic radius 0.81 A) in the indium phosphide lattice. And although erbium
(chargee 3+, ionic radius 0.881 A) does not really seem to fit so nicely in the silicon lattice as
ytterbiumm in the InP lattice, when replacing a silicon atom (charge 4+, ionic radius 0.42 A), the
observedd photoluminescence is believed to arise of the part of the erbium atoms placed
substitutionally.. This fraction has been estimated as being smaller than 5% [1.6].
Sincee a trivalent rare-earth ion atom replaces a tetravalent Si4+ ion in the silicon lattice, one
negativee charge is "over". In a first approximation one could think that this charge is mainly
dividedd over the four nearest Si neighbouring atoms, and a resulting electrostatic field could be
calculated. .
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Figuree 1.3 The nearest-neighbour surroundings in a silicon and an indium phosphide crystal.
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Thiss will, however, not give a good result since silicon is not an isolator but a semiconductor; part
off thefieldso-calculated will be screened by a redistribution of the band electrons. The calculation
off the real crystalfieldis therefore difficult, but the symmetry of thisfieldis known (Td), and with
onlyy this information already some very significant results can be derived about the splitting of the
energyy levels of the partly filled 4f shell of the rare-earth atoms in a semiconductor host.

1.33 Many-electron wave functions, multiplets
Inn this paragraph we will mention the various energy levels of a rare-earth ion in a
configurationn with n 4f electrons. We start by simply applying corrections to the free atom
energiess of one 4f electron, occupying one atomic energy level.
Thee first correction is the electrostatic energy between the various electrons, which repel each
other;; this gives an increase of the energy, which is, however, not the same for all electrons. It can
bee shown that the increase depends on the magnitude of I, the total orbital momentum, and S, the
totall spin momentum. This gives the various multiplet levels, e.g., % F, etc. For the ion Er +,
withh electronic configuration 4f", the orbital momentum L = 6 and spin S = 3/2, the ground state
4

II is separated from the first excited state 4F by about 15000 cm-1.

Thee second correction concerns the spin-orbit interactions, giving a change in energy dependent
onn the angle between L and S. This interaction causes the fine-structure of the levels, the energy
noww also depends on the magnitude of J with assumes values between L-S and L + S.
Thee third correction is due to the crystal field, which is, of course, absent in free atoms but will
bee present in crystals even when electronic shielding is effective. This effect will be discussed in
sectionn 1.5.
Whenn a magnetic field is applied, a fourth correction must be taken into account, as will be
discussedd in chapter 6. For YbJ+, with its simpler configuration 4f13, orbital momentum L = 3, spin
5=1/2,, and J = 5/2 or 7/2, the energy diagram is given in figure 1.4.
Inn this section we will first give a short review of some of the atomic physics needed in the
followingg discussion.
Onee should carefully distinguish the (non-negative) quantum number Z,, the vector L = (Lx, Ly, L:)
withh length iJL{L + \), the components of L in the three directions Lx, Ly and Lz, where L is also
denotedd as the (magnetic) quantum number ML, and the vector operatoroAvith its components
c/x,^c/x,^ and«£ The same distinctions must be made for the quantum number S, and also for J, see
nextt paragraph.
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Figuree 1.4 Energy levels ofthef-hole of ytterbium showing the free atom term2 F and subsequent
splittingsplitting due to spin-orbit interaction (LS), cubic crystalfieldand a magneticfieldof 12 T. The

degeneraciesdegeneracies of the levels are given between brackets. Since ytterbium has only one f-electr
thisthis scheme is rather simple and can be given in its complete form. The energies are based on
experimentsexperiments as discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
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Inn standard texts on atomic physics [1.7 - 1.11] it is shown that the repulsive electrostatic
interactionn between several electrons within one atom, occupying different atomic states, can be
describedd by calculating first the multi-electron quantum numbers vectors L = h+h + h +... and
SS = S] + 52 + s3 + -.., where the various one-electron /'s and s's are added vectorially, and L and
SS are the lengths of the resulting vectors (the maximum value of any component).
AA many-electron state of n electrons can be found by multiplying n different one-electron
functions.. If we take for example erbium, combining 3 different one-electron states from the 14
possiblee 4f states can be done in 364 different ways if a permutation of the 3 electrons, which can
havee no observable result, is not counted as different. There are, however, onfy 5 different values
(0,, 2, 3, 4, and 6) for the total quantum number L if S = 3/2, and 12 different values for L if S =
1/2.. Since the theory shows that the total energy of the many-electron state depends only on L
andd S, there are 17 different energy levels, called multiplets, see table 1.1.
Tablee 1.1 The multiplet states o/ErJ+ and Yb3+ with their degeneracy (2L +1)(2S+1).
Erbium m
Quartett states

LL

SS

Energyy (cm )

Degeneracy y

4

II

66

3/2 2

00

52 2

4

FF

33

3/2 2

«15.000 0

28 8

4

SS

00

3/2 2

«18.000 0

4

GG

44

3/2 2

«26.000 0

4

22

3/2 2

2

55

1/2 2

2

55

1/2 2

2

44

1/2 2

«27.000 0

18 8

2

77

1/2 2

«28.000 0

30 0

2

Multiplett states

DD

Doublett states

HH

HH

GG
KK

«19.000 0

22 2
22 2

18 8

44

1/2 2

PP

11

1/2 2

2

DD

22

1/2 2

10 0

2

22

1/2 2

10 0

DD

2

«32.000 0

66

LL

88

1/2 2

34 4

2

II

66

1/2 2

26 6

2

FF

33

1/2 2

14 4

2

33

1/2 2

14 4

LL

SS

33

1/2 2

FF

Doublett states

20 0

2

GG

Ytterbium m

36 6

Multiplett states
Z

FF

Energyy (cm'1)

Degeneracy y
14 4

77

Eachh multiplet is denoted in a rather cryptic way by a letter and a number, e.g., the symbol 4I
standingg for a state with L = 6 and S = 3/2. The letter I means, in the series S, P, D, F, G, H, I,
K,, L, ..., that 1 = 6, and the top-left index denotes the degeneration number of the total spin, 25
++ 1.
Thiss I multiplet still contains 52 different states, denoted by Lz, running from +6 to -6, and Sz
runningg from +3/2 to -3/2; each state is an eigenfunction of the operators J2, S2,JCZ and-SV

1.44 Spin—orbit interaction
Theree is. still in free atoms, a second perturbation giving rise to a, in general smaller splitting
off each multiplet. This is the spin-orbit interaction, or the L-S coupling. We shall not much
elaboratee on atomic physics, and only mention that the total energy depends on the angle between
thee vectors L and S. this can be denoted by an extra term in the energy proportional to L- S. This
iss best described by an additional quantum number J = L+ S, the vectorial sum of L and S.

Figuree 1.5 Demonstration of the vectorial addition of the one-electron 1's and s's to L and S,
respectively,respectively, and vectorial addition of the latter ones to J.
Statess within one multiplet with the same value of J remain degenerate, others show a certain
splitting.. Due to the spin-orbit energy E = X LS, different states with the same values of I and
S,S, but with a different value of J, have no longer the same energy. It can be shown that, if the
spin-orbitt energy is very small compared to the distance between the multiplets, the spin-orbit
energyy is given by
AE='/2XAE='/2X [J{J+ Y)-L(L + l)-S(S+

88

1)].

(1.1)

Thiss case is called Russell-Saunders coupling, the splitting of a multiplet into spin-orbit levels is
veryy small compared to the distance between neighbouring multiplets, and the quantum numbers
LL and S remain 'good'. In rare earth elements the spin-orbit energy is in most cases much larger,
andd we have intermediate coupling (when the spin-orbit energy and the multiplet splitting are of
thee same order of magnitude), or even J-J coupling, when the spin-orbit energy is the largest one.
Inn the case of intermediate coupling the best procedure is to calculate the Russell-Saunders wave
functionss as a first approximation, and then refine this result by considering the mixing of these
statess with states from an other multiplet, having the same value of«/, but a different one of L
(and,, possibly, S).
Thee wave function is, in that case, mixed with other functions having different values for L and
5,, and these numbers do not remain good quantum numbers (J, however, always remains 'good'
ass long as the space around the atom is isotropic). This is done by first constructing a perturbation
matrixx of all states from different multiplets with the same value of J, and then diagonaüzing this
matrix;; the eigenvalues are the energy corrections. The results are most easily expressed as a
functionn of the spin-orbit coupling constant % [1-13]. In the specific case of Er3+ the L-S ground
statee is 4Iis/2- This state will, however, contain small admixtures of the other J = 15/2 states 2K
andd 2L. The corrected eigenvector is expressed by ctl\$n + /^K|5/2 + ^L\5,2, with for Er3" the
typicall values a =0.985, /? = -0.170 and y= -0.017 [1.14].
Forr %= 0, we have the pure L-S coupling case with all multiplets collapsed. While the coupling
constantt % for one 4f electron is always positive, the results can conveniently be presented as if
XX were positive from n = 1 to n = 7, and negative from w = 8 t o n = 1 3 .
Forr rare-earth atoms the spin-orbit splitting can be rather large, and comparable to multiplet
splittings.. Figure 1.6 gives the result of the calculation for Er3+ [1.13].
Thee 4I multiplet mentioned above splits into 4 levels with different values for /ranging from 15/2
too 9/2, and denoted as 4It5/2,4Ii3 2,4In/2 and 4I9/2. Each level is (2J+ 1) - fold degenerate, that
meanss it contains U + 1 sublevels with the same energy.
Fromm experiments it is known that the first excited state 4Ii3/2 lies about 6480 cm' above the4I)5/2
groundd state. Second and third excited states 4In/2 and 4I9/2 are at about 10120 and 12350 cm"1
abovee the ground level, respectively [1.13]. Comparing these energies with the theoretical curves
givenn in figure 1.6, one may conclude that a good agreement is achieved for # « - 5 . In this
notationn L: and & are no longer good quantum numbers, the sublevels of these state can be
describedd with the quantum numbers i , S, J and Mj (or M), which is the same as J:. The level 4Ii sa
hass 16 sublevels, where M ranges from +15/2 to -15/2.
Ass a third perturbation, we could now add a small magneticfieldparallel to the z axis. This splits
thee multiplet levels completely into sublevels with different values of M, the Zeeman energy in the
magneticc field being proportional to M.
99
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Figuree 1.6 The low levels of the f3 andf" configurations as functions of the spin-orbit coupling
constantconstant x, after Dieke [1.13].
10 0

If,, however, instead of the magnetic field a small crystal field as discussed above is applied to a
multiplett level, the degeneracy will be partially lifted. This happens in such a way, that M no
longerr remains a good quantum number. The eigenfiinctions of the perturbation matrix are linear
combinationss of atomic wave functions with the same L, S and J and different values for M. The
difficultyy is here, that these new functions are not easy to calculate, since they are linear
combinationss of already very complicated expressions.
Stevenss [1.15], however, published in 1952 a elegant method to calculate the splitting due to the
crystallfield,where it is not necessary to calculate explicit expressions for the many-electron wave
functionss of the multiplet levels; this will be discussed in section 1.5.3.

1.55 Crystal fields
1.5.11 Td - Symmetric potential
Inn a crystal field with Td symmetry caused by the neighbouring atoms, the potential will
nott be changed by all the proper rotations and reflections for which a regular tetrahedron is
invariant. .
Thee group Td contains four threefold axes along <111>, which represent eight operations. There
aree three twofold rotation axes (along <100>). Furthermore there are three S4 and three S4~'
operationss which consist of rotations through 90 degrees about the x, y and z axes, each followed
byy a reflection in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis, yz, xz and xy, respectively. There are
alsoo six reflections in the six planes which pass through the centre of the tetrahedron and contain
onee of its edges, the {011} planes.
Thiss symmetry has no influence on the radius-dependent part of the potential, so we can give the
potentiall as a number of functions of the direction in the lattice which have the required symmetry,
eachh multiplied with an arbitrary function of the radius.
Inn this case it is convenient to use four coordinates, besides the length of the radius vector r we
shalll use the three direction cosines a\, a2 and a3, the cosines of the angles between the radius
vectorr and the x, y, and z axes:

rr = yjx2 +y2+z2

,

(1.2)

aa i -x I r,
aa22

=y/r,
11 1

a-i=zla-i=zl

r.

Forr the three o's the following relation holds:

a, 22 + oi 2 + flö2 = l.

(1.3)

Anyy arbitrary potential can be written as a power series of the a's, with each coefficient an
arbitraryy function of r. We order this series with increasing total power of the a's, and omit all
termss not fulfilling the Td symmetry. Expressed in conditions for the o's, this symmetry requires
thatt each term must be invariant under the following eight symmetry transformations:

1)) Cyclic permutation of the o's : ct\ =* a2\ a2 =» Cd', cti =* a\.
2)) Exchange of two o's : ct\ =» a2\ a2 =* cc\\ and also cyclic for 2,3 and 3,1.
3)) Simultaneous change of the sign of two o's : ct\ =» -a\,

a2 =» -a2\ and also cyclic for 2,3 and

3,1. .

Imposingg these conditions makes that only the following terms remain:

VV (r,a\,a2,ai)

= f0(r) +fz(r)^(a]a2ai)

+

(1.4)

++ Mr) rA (a, 2 a22 + a22 a?+ m2 a, 2 )+/ 6 (r) rb {a?a22 a,2) + ... .

Att first sight one could think that we omitted some terms obeying the symmetry mentioned above,
forr example the term with ( a / + Oi + a?4). It appears, however, that using the identity (1.3) this
termm can be expressed as a linear combination of some other terms since a / + ai4 + a^A = \ -2
(a(a22 aj2 + a2 a2 + a2 a2). In the equation above we only give the independent terms (other
combinationss are, of course, also possible).
N o ww we will write this Td-symmetric potential as the sum of a series of spherical harmonics.
Too do this we first write the o's in the spherical co-ordinates ^?and 6. Inspection of figure 1.7
showss that
<X\<X\ — sine? cos,
cticti = sin#sin#>,
ayay = cos#.

12 2

(1.5)

Figuree 1.7 Illustration of the co-ordinates based on a vector r with length 1.
Forr the first four terms in the potential we only need the following six spherical harmonics:
Yo"Yo" = 1,
22

;;nn aa00
Yi=Yi= cosd
sin'$ e f f

r4°° = 35cos46>-30cos2<9+3,
y4

44

(1.6) )

4

= sin öe ',
2311 cos6<9-315cos40 + 105 cos 2 9- 5,

y6 44 = (11 cos26>-l) sin46»e

pp

Thee functions above are unnormalized spherical harmonics; very often these functions are given,
multipliedd with a normalizing constant in order that the integral over all directions of the product
off such a function with its complex adjoint is made equal to 1. As in the following calculations
wee never will need the values of these normalizing constants, they are omitted here in order to
makee the equations not unnecessarily complicated.
Thee procedure is now firstly to write the equations (1.6) as functions of the a's, and, secondly,
too rewrite the symmetric functions of the o's in equation (1.4) as combinations of the spherical
harmonicc functions mentioned above. In this way we get
V{r,0,q>)V{r,0,q>) =

A0(r) Y0° + A3(r) r3 (iY}2 (0,<p) - iYf2 (0,<p)) +

++ AA(r) r4 (Y4° (8,<p) + | [Y4* (0,<p) + Kf4 (0,<p)]) +
++ A6(r) r6 (Y6° (8,<p) - y

(1.7) )

[Y64 (9,q>) + Y? (6,cp)]) + ...

Inn the figures 1.8 - 1.10 the three combinations of spherical harmonics, given in equation (1.7),
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aree depicted; in these figures the distance from the surface to the origin is a constant plus the
valuee of the function.

Figuree 1.8 Combination of the third-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with
tetrahedraltetrahedral symmetry.

Figuree 1.9 Combination of the fourth-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with cubic
symmetry. symmetry.
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Figuree 1.10 Combination of the sixth-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with cubic
symmetry. symmetry.
Itt can be seen that the 3rd-order function has tetrahedral symmetry, whereas the 4th- and 6*-order r
functionss (and all other functions of even order) have moreover inversion symmetry, that is they
aree invariant under the inversion transformation «i => -cc\, a2 => -cti, «3 =» -05 This combination
off symmetries is the cubic symmetry; it is easy to see that all odd-order functions have tetrahedral
symmetry,, and all even-order functions have (moreover) cubic symmetry. The new functions Air)
aree linear combinations of the functions f if) mentioned in (1.4); for instance A4(r) = - (1/40) f4(f)
-(\/440)r-(\/440)r22ff66(r)(r)

+ ...

.

Inn the case that the potential Kis caused only by electrostatic charges outside the volume of space
underr consideration, some special relations for these functions A, (r) exist. In that case Poisson's
equation,, AV= 0, must hold, and it can be proven that the radial-dependent coefficient of a
sphericall harmonic Y,m (9,q>), describing such a potential, can only contain a term proportional
too r'. This means that, in that case, the functions A, (r) are constants independent of r, A, (r) = A>.
Iff we consider the influence of the crystalfieldon the 4f electrons, this condition is to a very good
approximationn true, since the 4f shell lies well inside the atom, (see fig 1.1) and therefore far from
thee neighbouring atoms where the (extra) charges causing the crystal field are located.
Onee would expect that the largest contribution by far to the crystal-field potential is given by the
3rd-orderr function, which closely resembles the expected shape of the potential, and that the
higher-orderr functions only will give small corrections to this potential.
Inn the following section we will, however, demonstrate that, if only 4f intrashell transitions are
15 5

considered,, the splitting of the spectral lines is determined exclusively by the terms of the 4th- and
6th-degreee in the crystal-field potential given in equation (1.7), and that all otherr terms have, in
thee first order, an exactly vanishing influence compared to both these terms.

1.5.22 Matrix elements for f functions
Inn order to calculate, infirst-orderpertubation theory, the influence of the crystal-field
potentiall on the various energy levels for the electrons in the atom under consideration, we must
evaluatee a number of matrix elements Hl} connected with this potential V (r,6,q>), as is given in
equationn (1.7):
HnHn = ( Vx{rA<p)\ V(rA<p)\V2{rA<p)) =
K

(1.8)

IK

== J j ƒ ¥ i *(r, 6, <p) V(r, 0,<p) ¥ 2 (r, 0, <p) r2 dr sine» d 6 dcp.
r = 00 0=0 <»=0

Heree x¥l (r, 9, (p) is the total wave function describing the state /. This wave function can, exactly
likee the potential, be split in a radius-dependent part and a direction-dependent part. For a oneelectronn wave function this direction-dependent part is also a spherical harmonic function
YiYimm(0,<p),(0,<p), for a many-electron wave function it is a combination of many different spherical
harmonics.. If, however, the many-electron wave function is built from only 4f one-electron
functions,, the total wave function is constructed only from spherical harmonics with / = 3; all
thesee functions have the odd symmetry, that is they change their sign if the radius vector r=r(cc\,
aa22,, Ofj) is changed into -r. For 4f functions, the radius-dependent part of all wave functions can
bee written as C r3 e""", independent of the value of the quantum number m. We now decompose
thee integral in (1.8) into the sum of many integrals, one for each term in the potential as given in
equationn (1.7):
H=HH=H00 + Hi + H4+H(> +...

(i.9)

Thee radial-dependent part of these integrals can now be denoted as
H,H, = \ Vx\r)A,r'V2{r) r2dr = A,(r),

(1.10)

thatt is the weighted average of A, r' over the atomic 4f-wave functions % and ¥ 2 .
Iff the potential function has the odd symmetry, the direction-dependent part of the integrand in
(1.8),, where ¥ , and ¥2 are both 4f functions, has odd symmetry and the resulting integral
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becomess zero, as the values in opposite points cancel each other.
Thee term Ho gives a displacement of the energy levels, which is the same for all levels, derived
fromfrom 4f functions; in the transitions between two such levels the effect of Ho therefore disappears.
Inn the term H3 the integrand has odd symmetry as described above; therefore this term is equal
too zero. Both next terms, H4 and H6, have even symmetry and are not zero. In the following we
cann prove that all subsequent higher terms, also if they possess even symmetry, are zero as well,
soo that only both these terms, from the infinite many terms we started with, give a contribution
too the crystal-field shift of the energy levels of the 4f states of a rare earth atom, incorporated in
aa silicon lattice.
Alll spherical harmonic functions form together a complete system; this means that every arbitrary
functionn of the direction in space can, with an error which can be made as small as wanted, be
writtenn as a sum of many spherical harmonic functions, each with an appropriate coefficient. This
factt is also true for the product of two spherical harmonic functions; in that case, however, nearly
alll of the coefficients are zero, and we only retain

VV

1

=

X

/?|Y/"+m2 -

(1.11)

Byy repeating this procedure we also can calculate the product of three spherical harmonic
functions;; the result becomes

VV

Y,*5 - Y,m< =

V

piYp+m>+m>,

(1.12)

wheree h, the value of/ from which the summation starts, is calculated in the following way:
if/3<f/,, - /2| then /o = |]/i - /2| - /3|;
if733 >h+h then h = h-U- /2;
otherwisee /o = 0.
Sincee the spherical harmonics are moreover an orthogonal system (the integral over all directions
off the product of two different spherical harmonics is always zero), and since Yo° is a constant,
itt follows that the integral over all directions of one spherical harmonic Y™ is equal to zero, except
whenn Yfis the constant zero-order function Y0° (Y* can be written as a product of Y!" and Y0°).
Thee integral over the product given in equation (1.12) can therefore only be different from zero
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iff mi + m2 +OT3= 0, and /0 = 0. This latter condition means h z \l\ - h\, and h ^ h + hThee integral for Hls contains, apart from the radial part, products of three spherical harmonics; two
withh 1 = 3, and the function from the crystal-field potential with I = L. From the above
considerationss it now follows that this integral can only be different from zero if 0 < L < 6. This
meanss that only H4 and // 6 remain in the summation for the matrix element; the total matrix
elementt now becomes

HHmm^^

=

(1.13)

== A4(r4) J ƒ Y3M'* (0,<p) (Y4\e,(p)
aa

++ ^6<r6> j

lit

+ -[Y44(0,(p) + Y^(O,(p)])Y3m-(O,<p)smOd0d<p +
,..

j

Yp' (0,<p)(Y6\0,<p)- — [Y6'(e><p) +

Y6^(0,(P)])Yp(0,<p)smed0d(p.

Fromm figures 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 it can be seen that the component of the crystal field of the third
orderr has about the shape as expected if this field is caused by charges on the four neighbouring
atoms;; the fourth- and sixth-order terms give only relatively small corrections (to the shape) of
thee field. From an estimation of the magnitude of the surrounding charges one can determine the
valuee of As with reasonable accuracy, but not those of A4 and At', nevertheless these latter
constantss completely control the shifts of the 4f energy levels.
Iff the crystal field is caused exclusively by point charges in the four tetrahedral directions, the
valuess of Ay, A* and Af, can be calculated. This is, however, not very realistic, since the field of
thee point charges (or the field of spherical symmetric ions, which is identical to that of point
chargess in the centre of the ions) will be partially screened by the band electrons.

1.5.33 Perturbation Hamiltonian due to a cubic crystal field
Stevenss [1.15] starts with the very plausible theorem (the proof of which will not be given
here)) that, if two different operators, which both can be described by the same function of the
directionn of different vectors with constant length, are applied to the same set of wave functions,
thee eigenvalues are the same, except for an unknown constant of proportionality. In the present
applicationn of the theorem, the first operator is a function of the vector a= (cc\, a2,flr3)with a
fixedd length equal to 1, the directional part off the crystal field, as given by equation (1.7); the
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secondd one corresponds to the same function of the vector J. The vector /also has a constant
length,, as long as we only consider wave functions where the length of J, ^JJ(J + 1), has the
samee value for the whole set.
Iff we transform the operators in the matrix elements, given in equation (1.13), by replacing the
functionss of a by the same functions of^/, we get different operators, the eigenvalues of which
aree equal to the required energies except for a constant of proportionality. At first sight one could
thinkk that we did not gain much, since the wave functions remain very complicated. It appears,
however,, that one can calculate these matrix elements without knowing the explicit expressions
forfor the base functions, since the following expressions hold for the angular momentum operators:

f\JM)f\JM)
Si\JM)Si\JM)

=

XJ+ï)\JM),

= M\JM)>

yyxx

0.14)
+

.

Ass an example, we will explicitly calculate the transformation of the operator in the term of the
fourthh degree from equation (1.10). After multiplying the operator in question with r \ which is
constantt as long as an integration over the directions in space is executed, we get

HH44 = A4(r4) ( n V ^ + l t n V ^ + ï T V ^ ) ] ) =
== AA{r4) (35 ai - 3 0 a32 + 3 + 5 a,4 - 30 a,2a22 + 5 a4\

(1.15a)
(1.15b)

Inn the Stevens transformation, we now exchange a.\ for^, cti for^, and a^ fbrjt. There appears
here,, however, one serious difficulty: the quantities a\, Oi and «? are, even if they are considered
ass operators, commutative; this means that always a\Oi = aia,\ etc. This is not true for the
operatorss Jx, Jy oxAj-., since these operators involve both multiplying and differentiating their
operands,, and the result is dependent on the sequence in which these operations are executed. In
alll texts about quantum mechanics [1.10, 1.16] it is shown that for angular momentum operators
commutationn rules do not hold, so the symmetrized product of these operators should be used,
thatt is the average of all possible different permutations of these four factors in the product. It can
noww be calculated that

[J[J22j']syj']symm - [J?/?]*» + [Jy2Am +J* =fj2 ~ -A^J2 ~f\

(1.16)

oo
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Thee latter three terms of equation (1.15 b), derived from the functions Y4 , can after the
transformationn be rewritten as (5/2) (J+ +J.% where^ and^. are defined in equation (1.14).
Usingg also equation (1.16), the complete operator corresponding to equation (1.15) becomes

ÏH44 = {3A*{S) ( 3 5 / - 4 - ( 3 0 / 2 / ; 2 - 2 5 / + 5f)

+ Qf-f)

+ - (/+ 4 +/_ 4 )).

(1.17)

J3J3 is here the constant of proportionality, which is difficult to calculate. We are not very interested
inn its value, since AA (r ) in any case should be evaluated by the experimental results, so a further
unknownn factor gives no additional complications.
Thee above equation (1.17) is essentially the same as that given by Lea et al. [1.5], the only
differencee is that they replaced the operator^ 2 in (1.17) already by its eigenvalue, J(J +1).
Generallyy this operator is described as
44

= B* (04° + 5Ö44),

wheree 5 4 = p A4 (/).

(1.18)
The operator O40 contains thefirst3 terms of (1.17), those depending only

onn the operators^ and^ 2 ; the operator 5044 the last term, the one depending o n ^ and^-.
Thee terms of the sixth order in equation (1.13) are calculated with the same procedure, the
expressionss become somewhat more complicated. The result for the complete operator from
equationn (1.13) becomes
KK = tt4 + H 6 = B, (04° + 5<944) + B6 (06° - 2\06\

(1.19)

wheree B6 = yA6 <r6). Here the sixth-order operators are given by
0066°° = 231 J? ~ 105 ( 3 / 2 -7) J:4 + (105 ƒ - 5 2 5 / 2 + 294)/ r 2 - 5j6+ 40 f
Ö 6 4 = ^ ( H / , 2 - / 2 - 3 8 ) ( / + 4 V - 4 ) ^ ( ^ 4 V - 4 ) ( n / - - 2 - / 2 - 3 8 ) ..

- 6Q/ 2
(1.20)

1.5.44 Calculation of the matrix elements for the multiplet level x\\m
Byy applying the explicit expressions of the angular momentum operations, as given in
equationn (1.14), into the evaluation for the operators O40, 0 4 4 , 0<? and £>6\ as given in equations
(1.17)) and (1.20), we can calculate the following matrix elements:
20 0

<< J, A/|Ö 4 °| J, M) = 35M<- [30 J(J+I)-25]

hf + 3 [ J ( J + l ) - 2 ] J(J+1),

(1.21a)

JJ >M>~J;

(J,M+4\O(J,M+4\Oii44\J,M)\J,M)

= (J,M\0A-A\J,M+4)=

i / ~ [ ( J - M) (J+ M + 1) x

xx ( J - Af- 1) (J + M + 2) ( J - M - 2) (J+ M + 3) ( J - M- 3) (J+ M+ 4)],

(1.21b)

J-4>A/>-.7; ;
<< J, M | 06° | J, M> = 231 JW6 - 105 [3 ./(.ƒ + 1) -7] A/1 + 105 [J(J+ 1) -5] x
xx J(J+ 1)M> + 294 A/2 - 5 [ J V + 1 ) 3 - 8 f(J+\f
JJ

+ 12 4 J + 1 ) ] ,

(1.21c)

>M>-J;

(J,M+4\O(J,M+4\Of>f>44\J,M)\J,M)

= (J,M\OiA\J,M+4)

=

== ( l i [(M+4) 2 + A / ] - J ( J + l ) - 3 8 ) x < J , M + 4 1 O 4 4 | y , A 0 ,
7 - 44

(1.21d)

>M>-J.

Alll other matrix elements are zero. Note that the matrix elements of 064 are expressed as a
functionn of those of 0 4 4 . As an example, we give the shape of the complete matrix for J = 15/2,
whichh is the value of the lowest multiplet level for Er3+ ions, see figure 1.11. All matrix elements
aree linear functions of BA and B6 with coefficients which are rather large integers; for the offdiagonall elements the square roots of integers occur. The matrix elements are given in table 1.2.
Tablee 1.2 The value of the parameters used in figures 1.11 and 1.12.
AA = 273* 4 +65* 6 1== Vl 365*4-5 Vl 365*6
BB = - 9 1 * 4 -117*6 J == V5005* 4 -3^5005*6
CC = - 2 2 1 * 4 - 39* 6 K=5V429*4-7V429*6 6
D - - 2 0 1 * 4 + 5 9 * 6 6 L=15V77*4-3V77*6 6
EE =-101*4+87*6 M=10V23T*44 + 6V23T*6
FF = 23*4+ 45*6

N=42VÏ5* 44 + 42VÏ5*6

G == 129*4 -25*6
H == 189* 4 -75*6
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Figuree 1.11 The complete matrix for J = 15/2, which is the value of the lowest multiplet
levellevel for Er3+ ions.

Wee will follow the procedure first used by Lea et al. [1.5], and subsequently adopted by many
otherr authors [1.16]. In order to simplify the numbers all coefficients in the matrix elements are
dividedd by a round number, the common divisor of all occurring numbers. For the coefficient of
BBAA this number is called F(4), for that of B6 it is F(6). This means we replace the operators in
equationn (1.21) by respectively 6>4°/F(4), 044/F(4), O60/F(6) and 064/F(6). The new coefficients,
belongingg to these modified operators are now è4 = B4 F(4) and b« = B& F(6).
Thee standard values of the constants F(4) and F(6), as they are chosen more or less arbitrarily for
everyy value of J, are given in table 1.3.
Tablee 1.3 The standard values of the constants F(4) and F(6).
J J

F(4) )

F(6) )

J J

F(4) )

F(6) )

2 2

12 2

--

60 0

3780 0

5/ /

60 0

--

11/ /
/2 2
6 6

60 0

7560 0

13/ /
/2 2

7560 0

15 5

180 0

60 0

3 3

V V

60 0

1260 0

7 7

60 0

3780 0

/2 2
4 4

13860 0

1260 0

15/ /
/2 2

60 0

60 0
60 0

2520 0

8 8

60 0

13860 0

14 4

1260 0

/2 2

/2 2
5 5

Thee matrix elements are linear functions of b4 and bb, but the eigenvalues are in general non-linear
functionss of the parameters. In order to simplify the representation, we replace, following Lea et
al.al. [1.5], b4 and bé by two other parameters called Wandx, defined by
fafa = Wx,
andd

b<,= W{\-\x\).

(1.22)

Notee that all ratio's of bA and b6 are represented by values of x between 1 and -1. If the constants
F(4)) and F(6) were not used, all important behaviour would take place very near x =

1 of the

dimensionlesss parameter x, now it is distributed evenly over the interval [1,-1 ], see figure 1.13.
Thiss method is especially proper when J > 4, for lower values of J it has no advantages.
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Figuree 1.12 The rearrangement of the matrix given in figure 1.11, now with all the nonzerozero off-diagonal terms next to the main diagonal.
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Figuree 1.13 The energy splitting of the level with spin J = 13/2 in a cubic crystal field according
toto Lea et al. [1.5], forW = 1.
Notee that all matrix elements, and hence also all eigenvalues, are proportional to W\ it is therefore
sufficientt to give them for W= 1, as functions ofx only, and to multiply the values afterwards
withh W. We could calculate the eigenvalues of the matrix given above by a brute force method,
i.e.i.e. using an appropriate computer routine. The procedure is, however, much simplified if we first
reducee the matrix in question to two much smaller matrices of tridiagonal shape. This is done by
firstlyfirstly rearranging the rows and columns (the eigenvalues are not influenced by this) in such a way
thatt the non-zero off-diagonal terms come next to the main diagonal; all other elements are now
zero,, see figure 1.13.
Thiss matrix can be split into four submatrices where all elements outside these diagonal
submatricess are zero, the eigenvalues of which can be determined independently.
Itt appears there are only two different submatrices, the other two are essentially the same (by
changingg rows and columns). The problem offindingthe eigenvalues of (in this example) a 16 x
166 matrix is now reduced to finding the eigenvalues of two 4 x 4 matrices, given as (1.23) and
(1.24),, below:
'AA

1 0

II

E M

00 M
, 00

0

0"
0

H L

(1.23) )

L D,
25 5

'BB
JJ

J

O 0N

F N O
(1.24) )

OO N
, 00

G K

0 K

C,

Eachh eigenvalue found occurs twice in the original matrix.
Findingg the eigenvalues of a symmetric, tridiagonal matrix is most easily done by using the routine
tqlii () from "Numerical Recipes in C" [1.18], the standard source of such computer routines. It
was,, of course, also possible to diagonalise the 16x16 symmetric matrix directly with another
subroutine.. Above described slightly more elaborate procedure is preferred not only in order to
savee computer-time and -space, but in order not to run the risk of data deterioration due to loss
off precision. This risk, which occurs when two nearly equal numbers are subtracted, can easily
occurr on diagonalising a large matrix containing many zero's. All sublevels are at least twofold
degeneratee as all energies are invariant under a change of sign of M.
Solvingg matrix 1.23 for its eigenvalues and eigenstates one finds one (Kramers) doublet level of
whichh the energy varies in a linear manner withx; for 0 <x < +1: E = ^0 + 334x, for -l<x< 0:
EE = - 40 + 254JC. This state has the TO symmetry. Likewise, matrix 1.24 has one solution of a T7
doublet.. Its energy is E = -312 + 286x for positive x and E = -312 - 338x for negative x.
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Figuree 1.14 The calculated splitting of the level with spin J = 15/2 in a cubic crystal field for
W=W= 1.
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Onee should note that the given symmetry classification is that following Lea et al. [1.5] and many
otherr authors. Some authors, however, use the labels 1^ and T7 interchanged. The reason for this
iss discussed by [1.19]. The other three solutions of matrix 1.23 are equal, one by one, to solutions
off matrix 1.24. The four corresponding eigenstates form a fourfold degenerate level with the Tg
symmetry.. The energies of the Tg levels vary non-linearly with the crystal field parameter x. In
figurefigure 1.14 all sublevels are shown for the J= 15/2 multiplet level as a function of x; the values
aree those valid for W= 1. Now if five spectral lines are detected, it is generally possible to find
onee and only one value for x for which the four intervals between the lines are proportional to the
intervalss between the curves the figure. In this way x and, subsequently, W can be determined
fromfrom the measured lines; we will give an example of this analysis in chapter 2.
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Chapterr 2
Photoluminescencee measurements on
erbium-dopedd silicon
Abstract t
Photoluminescencee measurements of erbium-doped float-zone silicon, Czochralskigrownn silicon and silicon oxide are reported. A striking similarity between the
spectraa of the latter two (oxygen-containing) materials is established. The structure
off the spectra can be understood as being due to the appearance of phonon replicas
togetherr with crystal-field-induced splitting. At higher temperatures an anti-Stokes
linee and so-called hot lines were observed. The analysis is consistent with the model
off erbium impurities that are surrounded by oxygen atoms on nearest-neighbour
positionss in an arrangement with cubic and/or lower symmetry.
2.11 Introduction
Rare-earthh doping of semiconductors has been intensively investigated with a view to
itss application in optoelectronic devices. The presence of an incompletely filled 4f shell offers
thee attractive possibility of induced intra-shell excitations, largely independent of the
surroundingg environment. Sharp atomic-like spectra can consequently be generated, with thenwavelengthss being practically controlled by the dopant itself, rather than by the host crystal.
Recently,, considerable interest and research effort has been directed at erbium-doped silicon.
Thiss is for two main reasons: first the characteristic 4f transitions of the erbium ion in the 1.5
u.mm range coincide with the optical window of glass fibres currently used for
telecommunications,, and secondly, such a system can be easily integrated with devices
manufacturedd using the highly successful standard silicon technology.
Studiess of silicon, silica, GaAs and InP doped with erbium have been reported [2.1-2.5]. The
majorityy of the studies on the Si:Er system concentrate on the practical aspect of how to
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obtainn the maximum intensity of photoluminescence or electroluminescence at as high a
temperaturee as possible, preferably room temperature. In order to achieve this goal, nonequilibriumm doping procedures have been explored [2.2] and the influence of different "coactivators"" on the erbium luminescence has been investigated [2.6]. The more fundamental
aspectss behind the excitation and de-excitation mechanisms and the microscopic features of
thee defect created by an erbium ion imbedded in the silicon lattice have, however, not been
studiedd in sufficient detail. One may expect that only with a deeper understanding of the
physicss of the light-emission process the highly efficient erbium-based silicon optical devices
cann be obtained.
Thee current study aims to analyse the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the erbium atom
inn various host crystals. The influence of the crystal field on the structure of the spectrum, i.e.,
thee number and intensity of the emission lines, is considered. To this end the luminescence
spectraa as obtained at liquid-helium temperature are analysed for erbium ions imbedded in
float-zonee and Czochralski-grown silicon and in silicon oxide.
Inn silica glass, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements have been
performedd by Marcus and Polman [2.3]. They found that the majority of the erbium impurities
inn silica has a local structure of six oxygen first neighbours at a distance of 2.28 A and a nextnearestt neighbour shell of silicon at 3.1 A. At room temperature the PL spectrum of erbiumdopedd silica showed a line at 1535 nm with a shoulder at 1550 nm [2.3]. At lower
temperaturess only a very broad band at 1540-1600 nm has been reported [2.7],
Thee same technique, EXAFS, has been used to unravel the structure around the erbium in
float-zonee (FZ) and Czochralski (Cz) silicon [2.8]. The float-zone samples have an oxygen
concentrationn of two orders of magnitude lower than the Czochralski silicon samples. Bulk
compoundss of ErSi2 and Er2Ü3 were used as a reference.
Er 2 0 33 has a bixbyite structure with 32 erbium ions and 48 oxygen ions in a cubic unit cell.
Theree are two sites: 24 of the erbium ions have a twofold rotational symmetry (C2) and 8 have
aa threefold rotation-inversion symmetry (C3/). The erbium ions have six oxygen nearest
neighbours.. The oxygen atoms are located almost on the corners of a cube with the erbium at
thee centre, in C2 two oxygen atoms are missing along a face diagonal, in C3, along a <111>
directionn [2.9]. The energy levels of the ground state of the erbium ion at a C2 site are
schematicallyy given in figure 2.1 [2.10]. Because of this low symmetry and the two different
sitess one would expect 16 lines in the photoluminescence spectrum at 4 K.
AA striking similarity was found between the FZ Si:Er sample and ErSi2 and between the Cz
Si:Err sample and Er2C»3, respectively. A first-neighbour shell for FZ Si:Er of twelve silicon
atomss and a first-neighbour shell for Cz Si:Er of six oxygen atoms at a distance of 2.25 A was
concluded. .
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Itt appears, therefore, that Er3+ is surrounded by oxygen in Czochralski silicon, silica and erbia,
butt there is still some uncertainty about the symmetry of the defect and even the number of
oxygenn ligands in the first-neighbour shell of the luminescent centres may be questioned. It is
alsoo not well established whether the erbium centres as observed in EXAFS and luminescence
aree the same.
Energyy (cm"')
II

490

505

265 5
159 9

Freee atom

>>
C2-symmetry

0

Figuree 2.1 The energy level diagram of erbium in Er203, state 4115/2, and its eightfold splitting
atat a Ci-symmetry site, (after [2.11]).
Investigatingg photoluminescence in an erbium-doped (presumably Czochralski-grown) silicon
sample,, Tang et al. [2.2] report the observation of two different erbium sites: a thermally
stablee interstitial with cubic symmetry giving five lines in PL due to the fivefold splitting of
thee 4I]5/2 ground state and an unstable interstitial having non-cubic symmetry with a more
complicatedd PL spectrum. In table 2.1 the transitions of the lowest energy level of the first
excitedd state \ i r i to the energy levels of the ground state 4I|5/2 or Er3+, electron configuration
4^',, are given, for silicon at a cubic and a non-cubic site [2.2]. This transition in the free atom
iss at 1541.8 nm (804.16 meV) [2.11].
Michell et al. [2.6] observed photoluminescence of float-zone and Czochralski-grown silicon,
dopedd with erbium and co-doped with nitrogen and carbon. The Czochralski samples all
showedd the lines observed by Tang et al. [2.2] and some small extra lines depending on the
co-dopant.. It was shown that only a maximum often percent of the erbium is optically active,
thesee being the erbium atoms surrounded by oxygen and consistent with a Td symmetry.
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Tablee 2.1 Overview of the positions of the luminescence lines as in figure 2.2 and a
comparisoncomparison with line positions known from the literature. Wavelengths are given in nm.
Thiss work
Label l

FZSi i

CzSi i

Si0 2 2

Referencee [2.2]

Referencee [2.12]

Czz Si

CzSi i

FZSi i

Cubic c

Non-cubic c Cubic c

CzSi i
Non-cubic c

AA

1538 8

1536.9 9

1536.6 6 1537.5 5

1537.5 5

BB

1543 3

1538.2 2

1539.5 5

1540.0 0

1545 5

1546 6

1550 0

1550.7 7

CC

1556 6

EE

1562 2

FF
GG

1536.7 7
1544.9 9

1550.8 8

1552 2
DD

1537.3 3

1553.3 3
1555.3 3

1555.2 2 1556.0 0

1567.5 5

1568.2 2

1567 7

1574.4 4

1574.6 6

1574.2 2 1575.0 0

1553.3 3
1556.2 2

1570.0 0

1581.4 4

1566.5 5
1575.4 4

1581.2 2

1583.6 6

1592 2
HH

1597.8 8

1597.5 5 1597.5 5

II

1602.7 7

1608 8
??

1642.8 8

1641 1

1640 0

1619.9 9
(1633.5) )

??

LL
MM

1598.6 6
1605.4 4

JJ
KK

1597.5 5

1667 7

1667 7

Thee co-dopant (N, C) increased the luminescence at 4.2 K with a factor of 5 and at room
temperaturee with a factor of 10. The energies in the PL spectrum do not change much upon
co-implantation;; therefore the increase of luminescence is probably due to enhancement of the
excitationn or the blocking of a non-radiative de-excitation mechanism [2.6].
Thee float-zone samples showed a different spectrum with a broad band around 1540 nm and
somee more lines with a low intensity. This was explained by a much smaller crystal-field
splitting,, 50 cm"1, instead of the 430 cm"1 in Cz Si. Coffa et al. [2.13] studied the temperature
dependencee and quenching processes in Cz Si:Er and found two different classes of optically
activee Er sites. One site does not depend on the oxygen concentration, decays slowly and
decreasess rapidly when the temperature is increased. The other site is dominant at higher
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temperatures,, decays fast and its photoluminescence is strongly increased by the presence of
oxygen. .

2.22 Experimental method
Twoo kinds of silicon, with low and high oxygen concentration, respectively, were used
inn this experiment:
Float-zone silicon with an implantation of 1.6 x 1015 cm"2 Er and annealed at 450 °C for 1
hourr and at 550 °C for 2 hours,
Czochralski silicon with a 1 MeV implantation of 1 x 1013 cm-2 Er and subsequent
annealingg in a chlorine-containing atmosphere.
Thee silica used in this experiment was implanted with 1.7 x 1015 cm"2 Er and annealed at 900
°CC for 30 minutes.
Thee samples are mounted in an Oxford Instruments cryostat (Spectromag 4). Most of the
experimentss were performed with the samples immersed in liquid helium. The sample room is
connectedd with a helium dewar by a capillary tube with a needle valve. This helium dewar
containss a split-coil superconducting magnet with a maximum field of 6 tesla. By pumping on
thee liquid helium in the sample space, temperatures below the Appoint (2.17 K) can be reached
(ass low as 1.5 K). By adjusting the helium gas flow from the main bath through the capillary
tube,, temperatures above 4.2 K are obtainable. Temperature control within 0.1 K is achieved
byy PID regulation (Oxford Instruments DTC2) of the current through a heater wound on a
copperr block on which the samples are glued. The temperature, measured with a RhFe
metallicc resistor using a four-point-probe configuration, is read directly in kelvin by passing
thee sensor output through a lineariser with a characteristic inverse to that of the sensor. The
samplee could be heated up to about 100 K in order to measure temperature dependencies of
thee spectra. The luminescence was excited with a CW argon-ion laser (Spectra-Physics
Stabilitee 2016-05s) with a maximum power output of 5 W, operating at a wavelength of 514.5
nm;; an interference filter was used to avoid spurious plasma lines. An on-off light chopper
wass placed between light source and sample. The emerging luminescence light was collected
fromfrom the laser-irradiated side. It was dispersed by a high-resolution 1.5-m F/12
monochromatorr (Jobin-Yvon THR-1500) with a 600 grooves/mm grating blazed at 1500 nm.
Opticall filters were placed in front of the monochromator entrance slit in order to select the
emissionn bands of interest. The luminescence was detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled
germaniumm detector (North Coast EO-817). The detector output was amplified using
conventionall lock-in (Keithley 840) techniques at the chopper frequency, with optional
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filteringg to remove the spikes due to cosmic radiation. The lock-in output was digitized and
fedd into a computer for further data processing.

2.33 Experimental results
Thee photoluminescence spectra of Cz Si:Er, FZ Si:Er and SiC^iEr in the spectral range
fromfrom 1530-1650 nm (810-751 meV) at liquid-helium temperature are given in figure 2.2. The
positionss of the lines and a comparison with some spectra of cubic and non-cubic erbium
defectss in silicon produced under different conditions of implantation dose and energy and
subsequentt annealing temperature as reported in the literature [2.2, 2.6, 2.12] are given in
tablee 2.1. Since a new interpretation will be discussed for the origin of the luminescence lines,
theyy are provisionally labelled as line A to line M.
Thee weak luminescence spectrum of FZ Si:Er shows a broad band of approximately 6 nm
widthh around 1537 nm and several more lines which are hardly resolved; the lowest-energy
linee is observed at 1574.4 nm. The ten times stronger spectrum of Cz Si:Er shows as its most
dominantt feature two overlapping lines, at 1536.9 and at 1538.2 nm, and some smaller, sharp
liness at larger wavelengths. At 1642.8 and 1667 nm two more weak lines are observed; part of
thee reason why these lines are weak is the decreased sensitivity of the germanium detector at
wavelengthss longer than 1600 nm. The luminescence spectrum of SiC^Er also consists of
severall sharp lines and some more incompletely resolved lines located between 1537 and
15400 nm. The lowest-energy lines at 1641 and 1667 nm are also observed. The similarities
betweenn the spectra of Cz Si:Er and SiÜ2:Er are striking. The behaviour of the luminescence
lines,, i.e. the dependence of their absolute and relative intensities and energies on excitation
power,, chopper frequency, temperature and magnetic field, was measured. Results of the
introductoryy studies are summarised as follows. The relative intensities of the lines do not
changee at all with excitation power; the absolute intensity increases only from 0 to 50 mW
andd then remains constant up to 400 mW, which is the maximum available excitation power
inn the experiment. All the luminescence lines of erbium are strongly dependent on the chopper

frequency;frequency; the optimum being around 30 Hz; when changed to 830 Hz the intensity drops to 3
percentt of that detected at 30 Hz. Since the responses of detector and amplifier are flat in this

frequencyfrequency range, the decrease reflects the long lifetime, of milliseconds, of the decaying state
[2.13].. The lines A, D and F are relatively more frequency dependent than the lines B and C.
Thee lines A, D, F and H can still be seen at 77 K and disappear only around 120 K, where
theyy start to overlap and form a broad structure with a shoulder from 1450 to 1650 nm, the
relativee intensities between A, D, F and H are rather stable.
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Figuree 2.2 Photoluminescence spectra, measured at 4.2 K, of FZ Si, Cz Si and Si02, doped
withwith erbium. (Spectra were also recorded with on-line filtering, removing the spurious
spikes.spikes. Alternatively, off-line digitalfilteringproduced smoother spectra.)

Linee C and the other small lines are completely gone at 77 K. At higher temperatures a new
PLL line at 1517.8 nm and several high-energy shoulders at =5 meV are observed. The lines A,
DD and F are hardly influenced by magnetic fields up to 5 tesla, whereas the other lines
broadenn and disappear. The luminescence intensities of Cz Si:Er and SiC>2:Er behave
identicallyy in all these experiments; no energy shift of any line is observed.
Thee spectrum of Er203 shows a variety of effects on change of the temperature, see figure 2.3.
Att 300 K a great number of lines can be seen in the region from 1450 to 1650 nm. Upon
decreasee of temperature some lines split into two; others shift or completely disappear. The
spectrumm at 4.2 kelvin shows a very sharp, very strong line at 1547 nm, a weaker line at 1544
nm,, and some, relatively, very weak lines around 1560 nm. When exposed to atmosphere the
high-- and low-temperature spectra disappear completely within a week. The two main lines
gett broader and smaller when exposed to a magnetic field up to 5 tesla.

2.44 Discussion
2.4.11 Ligand oxygen atoms
Thee spectra of Cz Si:Er and SiÜ2:Er look very much the same. Although the relative
intensitiess differ, the positions of the lines in the spectra agree, as can be seen in figure 2.2.
Thiss is very surprising since the amount of oxygen in the two materials differs by orders of
magnitude.. Whereas it is not possible to accommodate an erbium ion in SiC»2 without oxygen
inn its vicinity, the formation of an oxygen-surrounded erbium centre in Cz silicon requires
migrationn of oxygen over long distances. Besides, Cz Si is crystalline and silica is a glass.
Yet,, in view of other evidence, the generally assumed role of oxygen in forming the
luminescentt centre should not easily be abandoned. The spectra of the FZ silicon, basically
withoutt oxygen, show a much smaller splitting. This can be understood from the absence of
oxygen-relatedd ligand fields.
Independentt support of oxygen-related models is derived from an erbium spectrum observed
inn GaAs [2.4], which is identical to that arising from Er2C»3. The two spectra are compared in
figuree 2.3. The GaAsrEr spectrum disappears by mechanical polishing, removing an about 1
u,mm thick surface layer. Zeeman measurements reveal that the symmetry is cubic, a g factor of
0.855 is deduced from the isotropic splitting of the line at 1549 nm. The luminescence is
restoredd by heat treatment at 850 °C. Apparently in this case the luminescence arises from a
centree located near the surface and possibly formed by oxidation. Since our experiments are
performedd with Er 2 0 3 powder in a quartz ampoule, a large surface area will be available for
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Figuree 2.3 Photoluminescence spectra ofsilica.Er at 4.2 K, erbium oxide at 4.2 Kand 300 K,
andand GaAs.Er at 4.2 K (after [2.4]).

luminescence,, so surface defects will play an important role in the luminescence process. The
luminescencee of the bulk defects, which can be seen at higher temperatures, could be
effectivelyy absorbed at low temperatures by the surface defects. The erbium ion is very
attractivee to oxygen ions [2.8], so only a small amount of oxygen in the annealing process will
bee sufficient to oxidise some of the erbium at the surface of the GaAs crystal to form Er2C»3
surfacee defects.
Thee main luminescence-active defect in Cz Si and SiÜ2 samples is the erbium-related one
withh lines A, D, F, H and K as described by Tang et al. [2.2]. Also the main lines B, C, E and
G,, ascribed in the literature as due to a non-cubic defect [2.2, 2.12], can be seen in figure 2.2.
InIn SiO^iEr the defects seem to have the same intensity; both defects show a strong
dependencee on the presence of oxygen, which is supported by the EXAFS measurements [2.3,
2.8].. EXAFS has revealed that erbium, both in silica and Cz silicon, has oxygen ligands as
nearestt neighbours. Combination of these two observations leads to a model of an erbium
atomm on a cubic site surrounded by six oxygen atoms as most probable structure for the main
luminescentt defect in Czochralski silicon and in silica.
Thesee measurements are in agreement with the observations of Coffa et al. [2.13]. They
discusss the presence of luminescent erbium on two sites: one that dominates at high
temperatures,, with short lifetimes and oxygen involvement which relates well to our "A, D, F,
H,, K" defect and the other one which matches our "B, C, E, G" defect. They also observed
thatt only a small percentage of the erbium was luminescent, consistent with our observation
off long luminescence decay times and saturation of the signal with increasing laser intensity.
Thee spectrum of FZ Si:Er consists of one broad band and at least 5 other lines of comparable
intensity;; the symmetry of the luminescent erbium centre must thus be lower than cubic. The
splittingg between the outermost lines A and F is only 36 nm indicating a relatively weak
crystall field. This is consistent with the structure as found with EXAFS [2.8].

2.4.22 Phonon replicas
Itt appears that, to a good accuracy, the energy differences between the positions of
severall luminescence lines are equal. An equal separation is observed for Cz Si:Er between
thee A and D and the D and F lines, respectively; in the case of SiC»2 this holds even for the
seriess of four lines A, D, F, and a very small one appearing as a high-energy shoulder of H.
Thee lines in these series react similarly to changes of temperature, chopper frequency, etc. In
vieww of these spectral features a new explanation of the origin of these luminescence lines as
phononn sidebands is suggested. The spectroscopic positions of these lines are well described
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byy the assumption of a local phonon of 9.6 meV of energy. On a similar basis, a local phonon
off 35 meV for ytterbium in indium phosphide has been reported [2.5].
Inn the local-phonon model the following theoretical predictions have to be satisfied:
At low temperatures, kT «

h Q, where h Q, is the energy of the local phonon which

dominatess the luminescence band, the side band involving n phonons of any frequency
hass the relative intensity
IInn = ^exp(-S)M.

(2.1)

Equationn (2.1) gives the transition probabilities in terms of the dimensionless parameter S,
knownn as the Huang-Rhys factor [2.14]. At the same time, the width of the replicas will
increasee with the number of phonons created.
At elevated temperatures a new line will appear in the luminescence spectrum at the highenergyy side of the zero-phonon line with the same energy difference as the local phonon
replicas:: the anti-Stokes line. The intensity ratio of the anti-Stokes line and the first local
phononn side band is

- 5 -- - =exp

(2.2) )

kk T
K

VV B

1

J

wheree o> is the zero-phonon luminescence frequency and Q is the frequency of the
phononn being emitted or absorbed [2.15].
Figuree 2.4 illustrates the spectra for Cz Si observed at 4.2, near 50, and near 100 K showing
thee phonon side bands of the Stokes and anti-Stokes type. Table 2.2 gives a summary of the
experimentall and theoretical intensities of the phonon replicas at the lower energies for the
differentt values of n. In silica:Er three phonon replicas can be observed which fit well with a
Huang-Rhyss factor S = 0.63, representing a weak coupling. For Cz Si:Er the analysis is more
complicatedd because the two no-phonon lines are overlapping. Michel et al. give a highresolutionn spectrum (figure 1(a) in Ref. 2.6) that shows also three replicas and fit with S =
0.729.. Not only good agreement with the theoretical intensity variation, but also a fair
similarityy between silica and Czochralski silicon is achieved.
Att elevated temperatures a line which can be identified as the anti-Stokes replica is observed.
Itss measured intensity relative to the first phonon-emission mode is near 0.5 for both Cz Si
andd Si0 2 . For the temperature of the measurement, which is at an estimated 100 to 120 K,
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Figuree 2.4 Photoluminescence spectra ofCz Si:Er measured at 4.2 K, near 50 K and near 100
K,K, with phonon replica structure indicated.

equationn (2.2) requires the ratio to be near 0.4. The agreement provides support to the
proposedd model of identifying major features of the PL spectrum as phonon side bands.
Tablee 2.2 Theoretical (th), experimental (exp) and calculated (calc) intensities I„ of the n-th
phononphonon replicas relative to the zero-phonon line n = 0: I„/IQ, for erbium-related luminescence.
SS is the Huang-Rhys factor.
Sample e

Czz Si
CzSi i
Si0 2 2

Ij/Io Ij/Io

h/k h/k
11

I3/I0 I3/I0
J

Reference e

th h

SS

SS I2 I2

S /6 6

[2.14] ]

exp p

0.729 9

0.212 2

0.047 7

[2.6] ]

calc c

0.729 9

0.265 5

0.064 4

exp p

0.265 5

0.09 9

calc c

0.265 5

0.04 4

exp p

0.63 3

0.27 7

0.045 5

calc c

0.63 3

0.20 0

0.042 2

Thiss work
Thiss work

2.4.33 Crystal-field analysis
Thee phonon side band model accounts for the position of several lines; in table 2.3 the
assignmentss are listed. Further structure of the spectra could be related to crystal-field
splittingg of the ground state having J = 15/2. Following Lea et al. [2.16] the cubic crystal-field
Hamiltoniann is expressed as

tf=tf= WxOJ60 + W(l-|x|)06/1386O.

(2.3)

0 44 and 0 6 are the fourth- and sixth-order crystal-field operators, JC determines the ratio of the
fourth-- and sixth-order coefficients and has a value in between -1 and +1. x fixes the mutual
distancee and sequence of the five levels; the calculated levels scale with W, see section 1.5.4.
Thee best fit to the lines not yet accounted for in the phonon replica model for Cz-Si:Er was
obtainedd with x = - 0.85 and W = 1.068 cm"1 (0.132 meV). In this range of x the lowest level
off the first excited state is of T% character; in this case it is expected that all five lines are
presentt in the emission spectrum. Calculations based on the four strongest lines showed a
deviationn of 4 cm"1 (0.5 meV) between calculation and experiment. The fifth, weakest, line
wass then expected at 1668 nm but found at 1672 nm, at a difference of 14 cm"1 (1.7 meV).
Thiss magnitude of discrepancy is common for similar studies [2.12, 2.17]; it is normally
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ascribedd to the neglect of the influence of the higher-lying J multiplets. The value of x means
thatt the erbium atom has Td symmetry in the lattice with the perturbing atoms in fourfold coordination. .
Withh the values as found for x and W, the difference between the lowest two levels of the
excitedd state multiplet 4l\m is calculated to be 38 cm"1 (4.7 meV). This provides a satisfactory
explanationn for the appearance, at higher temperatures, of the so-called hot lines with an about
55 meV higher energy. The hot-line assignments are included in table 2.3.
Itt should be emphasised that the present crystal-field analysis is based on a different set of
liness as previously used in the literature [2.12] and consequently leads to different results for
thee parameters. The selection of a proper set of lines in one spectrum does not seem to be
uniquee with the present state of characterisation of the lines. Future research, for example
includingg Zeeman studies or optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR), is required for
ann unambiguous interpretation of the spectra. Such studies are currently in progress.
Sincee the observed defect of Er2Ü3 seems to be cubic and the five lines in this defect are all
welll defined, this spectrum is a perfect candidate for application of theoretical calculations of
thee crystal field parameters. The best fit to all observed data was obtained with x = 0.45 and W
== 0.28 cm"1.
Tablee 2.3 Photoluminescence spectra of Cz Si.Er, measured at 4.2 K and 77 K, with
assignments. assignments.
Label l

AA
BB

CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
II
KK
MM
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Wavelengthh (nm) Energyy (meV)
1517.8 8
816.9 9
1528.5 5
811.2 2
1529.9 9
810.4 4
1536.9 9
806.7 7
1538.2 2
806.0 0
1546 6
802.0 0
1547 7
801.5 5
1550.7 7
799.5 5
1555.3 3
797.2 2
1568.2 2
790.6 6
1574.6 6
787.4 4
1581.4 4
784.0 0
1597.8 8
776.0 0
1602.7 7
773.6 6
1642.8 8
754.7 7
1667 7
743.8 8

Assignment t
Anti-Stokess line
Hot-linee of A
Hot-linee of B
No-phononn line of cubic defect (1)
No-phononn line of non-cubic defect
Linee of cubic defect (2)
Hot-linee of D
Linee of non-cubic defect
Phononn replica of A (9.5 meV)
Linee of non-cubic defect
Secondd phonon replica of A
Linee of non-cubic defect
Linee of cubic defect (3)
Linee of non-cubic defect
Linee of cubic defect (4)
Linee of cubic defect (5)

2.55 Conclusion
Inn conclusion, it appears that in both Cz Si and SiC»2 erbium is surrounded by, most
probably,, oxygen atoms as nearest neighbours. The same complex is formed irrespective of
thee abundance of oxygen in silicon oxide or the relatively low concentration near 10~5 in
Czochralskii silicon. It seems that to great extent, regardless of the host material, erbium
dopantt forces its immediate environment into a well defined oxygen-rich cluster, possibly of
highh cubic symmetry.
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Chapterr 3
Photoluminescencee of erbium-doped silicon:
improvementss to the crystal-field theory
3.11 Introduction
Inn order to examine the theory as described in chapter 1, we measured the
photoluminescencee of erbium atoms imbedded in a silicon crystal. Assuming that an erbium
atomm replaces a silicon atom in this lattice, each erbium atom will be surrounded by four
siliconn atoms in a tetrahedral symmetry.
Ass we assumed that each photoluminescence line is caused by a transition from the lowest
sublevell in the 4Ii3/2 multiplet to the ground state, i.e. the 4115/2 multiplet, which is split into
fivefive sublevels, we expected to observe five spectral lines. There appeared, however, at least
eightt lines; we assume that (at least) three of these lines arise from other transitions, for which
onee can consider the following possibilities:
a))

phonon replica lines, occurring when simultaneously with the optical transition one or
moree phonons are emitted, and consequently less energy is available for the photon. A
discussionn on the presence of phonon replica lines in the Si:Er spectrum is given in
Chapterr 2;

b))

anti-Stokes lines, occurring when a phonon is absorbed and more energy is available;

c))

so-called "hot" lines, occurring when the transition does not start from the lowest
sublevell in the 4113/2 multiplet, but from a thermally populated excited sublevel;

d))

non-cubic lines. It is probable that the surrounding of some of the erbium atoms will
nott have cubic symmetry, for instance when a vacancy is located next to an erbium
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atom.. In that case extra lines will be seen, which will be very hard to calculate, as
thesee lines will not always be reproducible among different samples.
Inn the second section of this chapter the transformation of the crystal-field parameters x and W
off the excited level to those of the ground level is discussed.
Thee selection rules for transitions in the level diagram of a centre in T«j symmetry are derived in
sectionn 3.3.
Thee fourth section of this chapter elaborates on the identification of the five "regular" lines
fromfrom among the eight measured ones.
Ass already has been stated by Lea et al. [3.1], the calculations of the crystal-field splitting, as
theyy were given in the previous chapters, are a first approximation only for the real results of
thee splitting, as it is measured with optical fluorescence.
Possiblyy an important correction is connected with the fact that the crystal-field splitting is not
infinitelyy small as compared to the spin-orbit interaction and the electrostatic interaction
betweenn the several atomic electrons. If this is taken into account, L, S and J cease to be good
quantumm numbers. For a correct calculation, one should not calculate the "atomic"
interactionss first, and afterwards correct it with the crystal field, but solve the whole
combinationn of interactions simultaneously.
Wee shall not try to do this, instead we prefer to use second-order perturbation theory. In this
treatmentt the perturbations in the wave functions, caused by admixture of some other wave
functions,, are estimated in first order, and then the change in energy caused by this admixture
(whichh energy change is second order in the amplitude of the crystal field) is found.
Inn all textbooks about quantum mechanics (for example [3.2]) it is derived that this secondorderr correction to the energy El of a state, in zeroth order connected to the wave function \f/t,
iss given by

Aff2,, = Z % ' V

(3-D

Heree the summation extends over all other wave functions y/ , in so far as their energy £, is
differentt from the zeroth-order energy of the original state £, (i.e. they should not be
degeneratedegenerate with the original state before the perturbation).
Itt is, of course, possible that some or many of the matrix elements in question are zero. If the
statee y/t is the ground state, than Ej is always larger then Eh and the correction to the ground
statee energy is always negative or zero. If the matrix element is not zero, generally the wave
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functionss y/ for which the energy difference £, - E} is small will give a higher contribution to
thiss sum than other wave functions. There is, however, a very important exception to this
generall rule: If the wave functions ^ ; and y/}, which are multi-electron functions, both consist
off 4f-states only, their product always has even parity; this means it is unchanged by an
inversionn transformation r => -r. It is possible, however, that the "admixing" wave function
y/jy/j describes, for example, a 4^68 state, in which case the product of both wave functions has
oddd parity (it changes sign on the inversion transformation r => -r). In that case the terms in H
off odd parity, that is especially the third-order term // 3 ) , are not cancelled. Since the thirdorderr term contributes (if it is not cancelled) at least a factor ten more to the crystal-field
splittingg than the fourth- and sixth-order terms, it is possible that these functions of notexclusivelyy 4f-states will give a contribution comparable to or larger than the other terms,
althoughh their energy difference E\ - £j is in most cases considerably higher.
Inn the fifth section of this chapter, the contributions to the second-order perturbation in the
crystal-fieldd splitting of the x\\m level, caused by admixture of the excited states in the 4In/2,
4

In/22 and 4I<>/2 multiplets, are calculated.

Inn the sixth section the consequences of the so far discussed subjects for the most widely
acceptedd model of Tang [3.3] will be discussed.
Inn the last section we will try to estimate the contribution of the (much higher) excited states
off the 4^68 levels from the odd term in the crystal field.

3.22 Transformation of x and W
Thee introduction of the parameters x and W by Lea et al. gives the big advantage that the
relativee splitting of a multiplet level by the crystal field can be given as a function of only one
parameter,, x, which takes only values between -1 and +1, even if the two crystal-field
parameters,, A* and A&, and the proportionality factors /? and yare unknown.
Sometimess it is, however, necessary to compare splittings of different multiplet levels of the
samee atom in the same crystal field with each other. Firstly one may ask whether the transition
fromfrom the lowest sublevel of the excited state to the ground state sublevels is allowed or
forbidden;; this depends on the symmetry of the lowest sub-level, as compared to the symmetry
off the various sublevels of the ground state. Secondly, for second-order perturbation calculations
andd the calculation of the energy of the hot-line, one has to know the splitting of the excited
states.. Unfortunately, in the notation introduced earlier, the values of x and W in the excited
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mukipletss levels are not the same as those in the ground state. The relations between the various
crystal-fieldd parameters are:
BB44=A=A44<r<r
BB66 =

>fi,

(3-2) )

A6<f>y,

(3.3) )

BAF(4)BAF(4) = Wx,

(3.4) )

56F(6)=^(l-|x|). .

(3.5) )

/?andd /are here proportionality constants, which depend, however, on the value of the quantum
numberss J and L of the multiplet level considered; the 'common factor constants' F(4) and F(6)
are,, moreover, defined as dependent on the value of J (see table 1.2).
So,, while the parameters A4 and A(, of the crystal field are independent of the choice of the
multiplett level, the value of the other parameters will depend on J and L. x and W depend on A4
andd Ak following:
AAAA{r{r44_)fiF(A) _)fiF(A)
A,(rA,(r66jyF(6) jyF(6)
AA44(r(r44)j3F(4) )j3F(4)
11 +

WW =

A6{r6)r

4
4(r )fiF{4).

(3.6) )

(3.7) )

Whenn two different multiplet levels are compared, it can be shown that Wand x are transformed
following: :
Cx, Cx,
l-(l-C)*, ,

(3.8) )

X,F,(6) )

(3-9) )

where e
A^(4)/,F.(6) )
A^(4)r 2 F 2 (6) )

CC =
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(3-10) )

200/— —

r6 6

r T ^ ^ ^^/lOOj-j-^ ^
EE

r7 7

00 —
——

r7 7
r8 8
(a) )

-2oY^ ^
11

„„

'

1

-1.00
0.0
1.0 -1.0
0.0
1.0
Figuree 3.1 (a) Diagram for J = 13/2, after Lea et al. [3. IJ, (b) diagram after transformation to
fitfit the x and W parameters of J = 15/2.
Itt can be seen that for /I4 = 0 always x = 0, and that for Ae = 0 always x=

, but for crystal field

parameterss in between the values of x and W will differ unless /F(4) and yF(6) both are the same
forr both multiplet levels. Although the transformation of x is not linear, the combined result of
thee transformations of Wand x yields that, when the energy of the spurted level for constant W\
dependss linearly on X\, this remains so after the transformation: the energy for constant W2
dependss also linearly on x2.
Ann example: in the level splitting for J— 13/2, the low-lying T7 and T% levels cross each other at
xx = - 4/7 (in the convention from Lea et al). If we transform this with the above equation to the
x-x-valuesvalues for the J = 15/2 multiplet level, we must use C = 3/8; this yields that we will use x =
-1/33 for the corresponding x value in the ground state.
Whenn several different multiplet levels are now to be compared, the best procedure is to adapt
thee constants F(4) and F(6) in such a way, that x and W remain everywhere the same as in the
groundd state. Suppose we start with the conventional values of F(4) and F(6) in the ground level,
thiss means that for all other levels under consideration we define F2(4) and F2(6) in a different
way: :

F2(4)) =

F,(4)/?, ,

F 2 (6) : :

F,(6)r, ,

(3.11) )
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Forr the 4I multiplet this implies that the four levels should use the tabulated values for the
constantss F2(4) and F2(6), see table 3.1. The schematic presentation of the levels dependent on x
aree given in figure 3.1, for the J = 13/2 first excited state, for positive values of W.
Tablee 3.1 The values for F given by Stevens [3.4] and F2 calculated here.
JJ

F(4) )

F(6) )

F2(4) )

F2(6) )

15/2 2

60 0

13860 0

60 0

13860 0

13/2 2

60 0

7560 0

477 1/7

15840 0

11/2 2

60 0

3780 0

277 207/799

96299 1/19

9/2 2

60 0

2520 0

99 18/119

7555 71/323

3.33 Selection rules
Inn order to know whether a transition Ta => Tb is forbidden it is necessary to evaluate a
sett of matrix elements <ra |K| Tb> coupling states |r a ) and | rb> which are eigenvectors of a
particularr Hamiltonian, and where K is some quantum operator associated with the system. It
iss possible to predict from group theoretical considerations, without doing any explicit
calculations,, that the matrix element < Ta | K | Tb> can only be non-zero if the reduction of
TKK ®r b contains Ta [3.5].
Tablee 3.2 The multiplication table for Td symmetry.

r,, r 2 r3

r4

r5

r6

r2 2 r3 3
n nr3 3

r4 4
r5 5

r5 5
r4 4

r6 6
r7 7
r8 8

r,, +r2 + r3 r 44 + r 5

r44 + r 5

r!! + r 3 + r 4 r2 + r3 + r 4 r6 + r8
++ r5

r7 7
r7 7
r6 6
r8 8

r8 8
r8 8
r66 + r 7 + r8
r7 + rg r66 + r 7 + 2r8

r, ,
r2 2
r3 3
r4 4

+r5

r,, + r 3 + r 4 r 7 + r 8 r6 + r8 r66 + r 7 + 2r8 r 5 5
++ r5

r,, + r4 r2 + r5 r33 + r 4 + r5 r 6 6
r,, + r 4 r 3 + r 4 + r 5 r 7 7
r,, + r 2 + r3 +r 8 8
2r44 + 2r5
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Inn the Td symmetry T5 should be taken for the operator TK and the multiplication table for Td
symmetryy as is discussed in the references [3.5] and [3.6].
Forr the transition Fy => TV, we find Ts ® Tj contains F(, + Tg, so Fj => T7 is forbidden (and T7
^>^> Té and Ti => Tg are permitted). In figure 3.2 the result of this calculation is presented.

3.44 Identification of the "five" lines from among the measured ones
Theree are 8!/(5! x 3!) = 56 ways to select five lines from a set of eight. It will be our
taskk to find a spectrum of 5 lines that can be described with a minimum error by the three
parameterss of the spin-orbit and crystal-field model. Since the speed of computer
calculations,, even using a simple PC, is at the present much higher than in the days Lea et al.
madee their calculations, we could afford to use a more or less "brute force" method to find
thiss solution. The wave number o; of line number / can be expressed as
<j<jxx = a-WEi(x\

(i = l . . . 5 ) .

(3.12)

Heree a is the mean difference of the excited level to the 4Iis/2 ground state, W and x are the
parameterss introduced in chapter 1, and Ej(x) is the splitting of sublevel #/', as calculated by
diagonalisationn of the matrix in chapter 1, (figure 1.13).
Itt appears that three parameters, a, W and x, must be determined. For each choice of five lines,
wee calculated the five values of E,{x) for the 41 different values of x : -1.0, -0.95, -0.9, ... ,
+1.0;; in each case the linear parameters a and W were fitted in a least-squares solution,
meaningg that a and W were chosen in such a way, that the sum s of squared errors e,
55

SiSi = oi-a+W

Et (JC),

s = £ e,2

(3.13)

becomess minimal.
Thiss total procedure must be done twice, first if W is assumed to be positive (the lowest value
off E{x) is connected to the highest o), and a second time were W is assumed negative (the
highestt value of E(x) is connected to the lowest a). We get in total 82x56 values of the sums
off the squares; for each of the "choice of five lines" we choose the lowest value found. One of
thesee values is the lowest of all; if this value is considerably lower than the next-lowest one,
wee have found the good identification. In figure 3.3 the sum of squares is shown as a function
off crystal-field parameter x for the five lines that where chosen in chapter 2 to be the cubic
lines. .
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Thee "chapter 2"
model l

Thee "Tang" model

Figuree 3.2 Energy level diagram of thefield-inducedsplitting of the J = 15/2 ground state and
JJ = 13/2 first excited state of erbium in silicon. Forbidden transitions are from 7 to 7 and
fromfrom 6 to 6. Models of Tang [3.3] and according to chapter 2 are indicated.
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FigureFigure 3.3 Sum of squared errors s, from Eq (3.13), as a function of crystal-field parameter x.
ForFor a particular selection of five luminescence transitions, as given in the text, the best fit, i.e,
thethe smallest value ofs, is found at x = -0.85, and W positive.

3.55 Perturbations of the 4 I, 5 / 2 level due to the 4Ii3/2,4In/2 and 4 I 9/2 multiplet levels
Thee ground state of Er 3+ , the 4l\5a level, has a spin quantum number S = 3/2; since the
crystal-fieldd Hamiltonian contains no spin-dependent terms, we need for the second-order
perturbationn to consider only excited states with also S = 3/2, i.e. quartet states. The lowest
lyingg excited states are the other levels of the same multiplet, the 4 I ]3 /2, 4 In/2 and 4 I 9 C levels;
theirr distances from the ground level are, respectively, about 6485, 10125 and 12345 cm"1.
Unfortunately,, the method of Stevens [3.4], described in the previous chapter, cannot be used
inn the same way to calculate the matrix elements of a sublevel from the ground level with a
sublevell from an excited state, since this method only works if both wave functions have the
samee value of J.
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Wee found, however, a slightly more complicated procedure by which a similar method can be
usedd to compute the needed matrix elements. The essence is that the crystal-field operator is
replacedd by an operator, depending on the components of the operator ^instead of^ and that
thee matrix elements mentioned above always link two wave functions with the same value of
L,L, in the case of a 4I multiplet everywhere 1 = 6.
Inn order to make this calculation possible it is necessary to take one step back in the
evaluationn of the multi-electron wave functions, and express the wave functions

\J, M>,

describedd completely by the quantum numbers J, M, L and 5, into linear combinations of the
"parental"" wave functions \ML, Ms>, described completely by the quantum numbers L, ML, S
andd Ms. [ Here the quantum number M = Mj is the same as J:, ML is the same as L:, and Ms
ass S-; always is M = ML + Ms. ]
Fortunately,, the equations connected with the addition of the two angular moments, in this
casee L and S, have already been solved many years ago [3.7, 3.8], the coefficients needed in
thee linear relation mentioned above are known as the Wigner coefficients, they are also called
Clebsch-Gordann coefficients or vector-coupling coefficients :

W(L,SW(L,S11JJ11M)M) = 1ZCLM.UtjitMs.rIMVfiLtS,MLMs).

(3.1

H e r ee CL KI_M s Kl .j M are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which are rather complicated
algebraicc numbers; in fact they are all square roots of rational numbers. Generally they are
givenn by a recursion relation [3.7], but it is also possible to find a (complicated) closed
algebraicc expression [3.9]:

^^ J.,M,J,M2J.M

== M

xx

y.-V

V ((_

—

x

-M,)!(./, -A/ 2 )!(./, +J2 -J)l
I (2J + VKJ + M)lV-M)KJi
\\ (J, + M,)!(J2 + M2)!(J + J,-J2)!(J -J}+J2)!(J + J{+J2+1)!

tfJ+Ji+Mi+i

(J]+Ml+i)l(J-M

+ J2+M2-i)\

K

(315)

^

Itt is understood that the following conditions must hold for the six arguments of this
expression:: each of the three pairs of numbers, (J^ M\\ (J2, M{) and {J, M), consists either of
twoo integers or of two half-integers (a half-integer is an odd multiple of 1/2). Either all three
pairss are integers, or two pairs are half-integers and the third one integers.
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Furtherr should M, + M2 = M, J, ï 0, J2 2 0, J Ï 0, |M,| < J,, |A/2| * ^2, |Af| ^ V, and further
thee "triangle inequality" \J\ - J 2 | < J < (J\ + Ji) must hold. The summation index / takes all
integerr values for which the arguments of the factorials in the sum are non-negative; this
meanss all integers /" for which /' ^ 0, i > J - M - J2 + A/2, i < J- M, and i < J\ - M\.
Ass an example, we will in the following illustrate the second-order perturbation of one of the
crystal-fieldd splitted states of the 4Ii5/2 multiplet, the T6 level, due to perturbation by the
excitedd states in the 4l\m multiplet. The procedure is now first to decompose the F 6 state into
\J,\J, M> states:

| jj = 15/2,r 6 )=

2 > M | J = 15/2,M)

(3.16)

.V/=-l5/2 2

Thee coefficients ÜM describe the eigenvector of the matrix which has been diagonalised, as
describedd in chapter 1 (for one of the degenerate r$ states, au is only different from zero for
M=M= 15/2, 7/2, -1/2 or -9/2).
Thee second step is that the \J, M> states are decomposed into \ML, Ms> states (in this case all
withh L = 6, S= 3/2), using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, following equation (3.15).
Onee of the matrix elements needed in equation (3.1) now becomes:
(j rr = 13/2,A/1|//'|./ = 15/2,r 6 ) =
(3.17) )
6JW ! -M I ,3/2,M,;I3/2,M 1 1
15/2 2

2X,Q>,-M,,3/2,A/ SS ;15I2M{M\
VV

~ MS'

M

S \ H'\M

JW=-15/2

~ MS » MS )
/

Duee to the properties of the crystal-field operator H, this matrix element differs only from
zeroo if the difference between M and M\ is 0 or

; further aM only has a non-zero value for

fourr values of M, so most of the matrix elements above are zero.
Too calculate the second-order perturbation of the energy of the \J= 15/2, Te> state, all matrix
elementss for all different values of M\ must be squared and added together, the sum must be
dividedd by the energy difference between the 4Iis/2 ground state and the *\\in excited state, as
givenn in equation (3.1). (In this approximation, the crystal-field splitting of the excited state is
neglected;; this would give a third-order effect.) The matrix element in the right side of
equationn (3.17) can be calculated by Stevens' method, applied on the vector L with
componentss Mi instead of J and M, as was illustrated before.
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Theree still remains one difficulty: we do not know the constant of proportionality which is
inherentt in Stevens' method, and which will be different for J = 15/2 (which unknown
constantt is incorporated in the crystal field coefficients £4 and b(>) compared to its value for L
== 6.
Wee solved this not from first principles, but in a much easier way: we calculated the matrix
elementelement between two states with same value of J = 15/2 in two ways, in the direct way which
wass described in the previous chapter, and in the more complicated way described above, by
decomposingg both functions into \ML, M$> functions.
Thee results consistently showed a constant ratio, from which the quotient of both
proportionalityy factors (this is the only number of interest to us) can be found, both for the
constantt J3 related to the fourth-order terms and the constant y related to the sixth-order
terms: :

Pd Pd== 6) 91 91
) 33
33
P(JP(J 15/215/2
=
(3.18) )
r(L r(L== 6) 65 65
12 12
)
y(y( J--15/2--15/2
=
Usingg formulae analogous to equation (1.21), where J should be replaced by L and M should
bee replaced by ML, and introducing the rational fractions given above, we can now calculate
thee matrix elements <Mi, Ms | H J M\, Ms > in the right part of equation (3.17). Since the
coefficientss a\\ are known from the diagonalisation procedure, and the Clebsch—Gordan
coefficientss are also known, the matrix element in the left side of (3.17) can be computed. The
second-orderr contribution to the energy levels is now given by equation (3.1).

3.66 The Tang model

Thee "classical" measurements of photoluminescence wavenumbers in erbium-doped
siliconn are those of Tang et al. [3.3], who reported five lines at energies of 6504, 6426.6,
6349.2,, 6259.6 and 6097.5 cm 1 , which they identified with the five lines calculated for a
cubicc crystal field (see chapter 1).
Laterr measurements of Prrybylinska et al [3.10] showed, however, an abundance of lines (a
totall of 103 lines, some of which occurred in only one of the four different samples), and there
aree different interpretations possible as to which of these lines are the real cubic lines. All
otherr lines are thought to be derived from an erbium atom on a non-cubic site, and/or other
imperfections.. If we limit ourselves in first instance to the six strong lines measured in
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Tablee 3.3 Energies, in cnf', of the crystal-field levels in the ground state J = 15/2 of erbium
inin silicon as a function ofx for W ~ 1. First-order energies are c\, the corrections calculated
byby second-order perturbation theory are given as ci. The energy splitting between the J =
15/215/2 andJ= 13/2 was taken equal to 6485 cnf'.
XX

r7 7

r6 6
C\ C\

c2

2

C\ C\

r8 8

r8 8
Cl Cl

C\ C\

Cl Cl

Cl l

r8 8
Cl Cl

Cl l

Cl Cl

-1.0 0-294.0 0-0.28 8 26.0 0 -7.96 6 -266.37 7 -0.59 9 141.46 6 ^ . 4 0 0 258.90 0-1.49 9
-0.9 9-268.6 6-0.55 5 -7.8 8 -7.00 0 -233.28 8 -1.15 5 134.32 2 -2.82 2 237.15 5 -1.06 6
-0.8 8-243.2 2-0.90 0 -41.6 6 -6.16 6 -203.25 5 -1.87 7 129.77 7 -1.54 4 215.88 8-0.70 0
-0.7 7-217.8 8-1.35 5 -75.4 4 -5.45 5 -177.39 9 -2.68 8 128.83 3 -0.61 1 195.16 6-0.41 1
-0.6 6-192.4 4-1.88 8 -109.2 2 ^1.85 5 -156.95 5 -3.50 0 132.62 2 -0.11 1 175.14 4-0.22 2
-0.5 5-167.0 0-2.51 1 -143.0 0 ^.38 8 -143.00 0 -4.23 3 141.00 0 -0.16 6 157.00 0-0.12 2
-0.4 4-141.6 6-3.22 2 -176.8 8 -4.03 3 -135.96 6 -4.78 8 134.12 2 -0.34 4 161.04 4-0.57 7
-0.3 3-116.2 2^.02 2 -210.6 6 -3.80 0 -135.42 2 -5.21 1 116.27 7 -0.60 0 182.55 5-1.61 1
-0.2 2 -90.8 8 -4.91 1 -244.4 4 -3.68 8 -140.36 6 -5.58 8 98.40 0 -1.09 9 209.56 6-3.01 1
-0.1 1 -65.4 4 -5.89 9 -278.2 2 -3.69 9 -149.62 2 -5.96 6 80.96 6 -1.82 2 240.46 6-^.68 8

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0-40.0 0 -6.96
1 -6.6 6 -5.39
2 26.8 8 -4.02
3 60.2 2 -2.85
4 93.6 6 -1.88
5 127.0 0 -1.11
6 160.4 4 -0.55
7 193.8 8 -0.18
8227.2 2 -0.01
9260.6 6 -0.04
0294.0 0 -0.28

6 -312.0 0 -3.83 3 -162.17 7 -6.40 0 63.99 9 -2.82 2 274.18 8-6.56 6
9 -283.4 4 -2.66 6 -145.03 3 -4.51 1 34.74 4 -2.86 6 255.30 0-5.86 6
2 -254.8 8 -1.85 5 -131.41 1 -3.02 2 6.32 2 -2.98 8 239.08 8-5.04 4
5 -266.2 2 -1.39 9 -122.82 2 -1.89 9 -20.48 8 -3.21 1 226.30 0-AA0 -AA0
8 -197.6 6 -1.27 7 -121.61 1 -1.12 2 ^4.15 5 -3.56 6 217.76 6-3.07 7
1 -169.0 0 -1.51 1 -130.35 5 -0.75 5 -62.81 1 -3.87 7 214.16 6-2.01 1
5 -140.4 4 -2.10 0 -148.76 6 -0.80 0 -77.05 5 ^1.02 2 215.82 2-1.06 6
8 -111.8 8 -3.04 4 -173.19 9 -1.00 0 -90.35 5 -4.13 3 222.54 4-0.36 6
1 -83.2 2 -4.33 3 -200.56 6 -1.19 9 -105.18 8 -4.25 5 233.74 4-0.02 2
4 -54.6 6 -5.97 7 -229.35 5 -1.35 5 -122.26 6 ^1.35 5 248.62 2-0.09 9
8 -26.0 0 -7.96 6 -258.90 0 -1.49 9 -141.46 6 ^.40 0 266.37 7-0.59 9

presumablyy the purest sample of FZ silicon #0: 6506.4, #1: 6504.8, #2: 6498.0, #3: 6426.0,
#4:: 6348 and #5: 6256 cm"'(printed bold in the table in [3.10]), and fit the four transitions
withh highest energy of the five cubic lines to four of these six lines (this is the same procedure
ass followed by Przybylinska et al.), we get the fits as summarised in Table 3.4.
Thee fit in the second row is that of Przybylinska et al., and also the same as the original
identificationn of Tang et al. If line #1 is, however, exchanged for the nearby lying line #0, the
fitt improves, see the first row of the table. However, in the previous section we showed that
onee of the lines could be "forbidden"; in this case line #1 or #0 is forbidden, while it is
observedd as the strongest line of the spectrum. The fifth line (not forbidden) is in this case
calculatedd at 6128 cm- , and no line is observed there.
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-1.00
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Figuree 3.4 Diagram of levels of the J = 15/2 ground state of Er in Si for crystal-field
parametersparameters x and W = 1. Solid curves represent first-order calculations, dashed curves
includeinclude second-order interactions with the first excited state, J = 13/2.
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Thee fit of the third row, however, is nearly as good as the previous ones, while it has no
forbiddenn line, and the fifth line is now calculated at 6342 cm"1, which is very near to an
observedd line at 6343 cm-1.
Ourr conclusion is, therefore, that it will be very difficult to make a unique identification of the
fivefive cubic lines from the data of Przybylinska et al unless more information should become
available. .
Ourr identification is shown in the last row of the table, and it gives a fit which is at least as
goodd as those of Przybylinska et al. and has no forbidden lines, with the additional advantage
thatt the fit improves considerably when the correction for the second-order perturbation (as
describedd in section 3.5) is applied.
Tablee 3.4 Some of the possible identifications of the five lines of a cubic defect. The
characterscharacters in the last row are described in chapter 2, table 2.3.
Liness #

Calculatedd fifth Firstt order
linee in cm

-1

XX

WW

Secondd order
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XX
2

WW
1

ss

(cm"') ) (cm" ) )

(cm" ) )

(cm"2) )

33 44

5 5 6128 8

0.34 4

0.87 7

0.035 5 0.34 4

0.87 7

0.2183 3

11 33 44

5 5 6129 9

0.35 5

0.87 7

0.3409 9 0.34 4

0.87 7

1.2440 0

00

11 22

4 4 6342 2

0.53 3

-0.46 6

2.3350 0 0.53 3

-0.46 6

1.4025 5

00

11 22

3 3 6422 2

-0.44 4 0.26 6

4.6268 8 -0.45 5 0.26 6

5.0511 1

-0.848 8 1.087 7

5.405 5 -0.859 9 1.081 1

1.089 9

00

A,0 0 B B H,5 5 K K M M

3.77 Perturbations of the 4f": 4I15/2 multiplet due to the 4f10 6s level
Thee three excited levels considered in the previous section are of course only a small
fractionn of all excited levels which contribute to the second-order perturbation. Since these
levelss are relatively close to the ground level, and are not excluded for symmetry reasons, we
expectt that these will contribute the main part of the total perturbation.
Theree is, however, one possibility that much higher excited levels can cause a considerable
perturbation.. This is due to the term in the crystal field of the third degree, mentioned in
chapterr 1.
Thiss term is absent in a crystal field with inversion symmetry, e.g. a real cubic field which is
causedd by a surrounding of 6 oxygen atoms, but not in a field with tetrahedral symmetry Td,
ass caused by a surrounding of 4 silicon atoms.
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Inn that case the (odd) third-degree term A3 gives no contribution to the matrix element
betweenn two 4f3 states, which are of odd parity, but it can have a large effect in a matrix
elementt between a 4f3 state of odd parity and a 4f26s state of even parity, since the crystal
fieldd term with A3 is much larger than the terms with A4 and A(,. Even when the energy
differencee is about a factor 10 larger than in the case of the other 4I levels, the influence may
bee comparable, since A3 can easily be more than a factor 10 larger than A\ and A^ and the
perturbationn is proportional to the square of A3, divided by the energy difference.
Wee tried to calculate this effect. It appeared necessary to decompose the wave functions in
questionquestion into sums of product of three atomic wave functions, which is a fairly elaborate
computation.. First the wave function of, for instance, the T6 level of the crystal-field splitted
statee is given as a sum of multiplet levels:
II T6> = 0.5818 |15/2, 15/2> + 0.3307 |15/2, 7/2> + 0.7182 j 15/2, -l/2> + 0.1910 115/2, -9/2>,
wheree the multiplet levels are designated by the value of J (always 15/2) and M Each of these
multiplett levels is now decomposed into wave functions with L, Mi, S and Ms as quantum
numbers,, using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, exactly like the procedure described in the
previouss section.
Finally,, these wave functions must be decomposed into sums of products of one-electron
functions.. This involves the Clebsch-Gordan transformation twice, with, if necessary, an
antisymmetrisationn (by combining all terms in which the three one-electron states are
permutationss of each other, even permutations with the plus sign, and odd permutations with
thee minus sign) and a renormalisation (making the sum of the squares of the numerical
coefficientss equal to one by multiplying all coefficients with a common factor).
Itt is a fortunate accident that nearly all of the matrix elements of the A3 term between these
productss of three one-electron functions are zero, and the remainder is equal to +1 or - 1 , if
onlyy the angular part of the wave functions is considered. Afterwards these results must be
multipliedd with the integral over the radial part of the functions, but this gives only a constant
factor.. This is so since the third-degree term in the crystal field:
AA33(r)(r) r3 (iT32 (0,<P) - iY3~2 (0,<p))

(3.19)

hass the same angular dependence as the difference of the atomic wave functions for single 4f
electronss with m = +2 and m = -2. Due to the properties of spherical harmonic functions (see
chapterr 1) the matrix elements mentioned above reduce to

<< 4f, m, I <4f, m2 I <4f, 2 | j/^yfl
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Yi*2 14f, /n,> 14f, m2) | 6s,0) =

1.

(3.20)

Alll other matrix elements (e.g. if the first or the second electron have not identical values of
m,, or if the value of m of the third 4f electron is not equal to

) are zero.

Noww the perturbation is solved, up to the determination of the common factor K, which
dependss on the overlap of the radial parts of the 4f and 6s-wave functions, on the value of A3,
andd on the energy difference between the ground state and the 4? 6s states.
Sincee there are large uncertainties in these quantities, the best procedure would be to
determinee K experimentally, that means searching which value of K gives the least deviations
betweenn experimentally determined lines and calculated lines, as shown in table 3.5 for the
"chapterr 2 model".
Thee lowest value of the sum of the squares of the deviations occurs at K = -27 cm" , in that
casee s = 0.94 cm-2. This is not realistic, since K cannot be negative and the decrease of s from
itss value at K = 0 is statistically not significant.
Thee only conclusion that can be drawn from the above data is that one can be fairly sure that 0
<< K < 50, and that inclusion of this effect does not improve the fitting of the lines.
Tablee 3.5 The values of the different fittings for the "chapter 2 model".
ll

55 (cm 2)

W(cm~W(cm~X)X)
tf(cnf') tf(cnf')
--

1.087 7

-0.848 8

5.4 4

Withh second-order corr. I levels

--

1.081 1

-0.859 9

1.1 1

Alsoo with 4^65 correction

10 0

1.065 5

-0.867 7

1.2 2

idem m

20 0

1.050 0

-0.875 5

1.4 4

idem m

30 0

1.036 6

-0.883 3

1.6 6

idem m

40 0

1.022 2

-0.890 0

1.9 9

idem m

50 0

1.008 8

-0.898 8

2.2 2

Withoutt second-order correction
4

AA rough estimation of the value of AT can be made if we assume that A3 is caused by four
unscreenedd electrical charges of magnitude %e on a distance of 2.35 A, that the overlap
integrall of 4f and 6s electrons is about 0.05 as can be estimated from figure 1.1, and that the
distancee between the 4 f 6s levels and the ground level is about 120000 cm- [3.11].
Thiss yields that, as order of magnitude, K * 0.6 cm"1, meaning that this contribution is in
practicee negligible, as was seen above.
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Chapterr 4
Zeemann splitting factor of the Er3+ ion in a
crystall field
4.11 Introduction
Magneticc resonance has provided valuable knowledge on the atomic and electronic
structuree of rare-earth impurities in crystalline hosts, such as in elemental and compound
semiconductors.. The spectroscopic information as obtained by recording angular dependence
onn magnetic field is commonly analysed in the spin-Hamiltonian formalism. In the
Hamiltoniann as typically required, tK= /feB-g'J + J-A-I, the first term represents the Zeeman
energyy of the spin J in the magnetic field B, whereas the second term gives the hyperfine
interactionn energy with isotopes of nuclear spin I. By analysing the experimental data the
Zeemann splitting or g tensor and the hyperfine interaction tensor A, which commonly serve as
aa unique characterisation of the spectrum, are determined.
Forr the case of erbium, the isotope

167

Er has the non-zero spin / = 7/2 and is present with the

naturall abundance of 23%. For erbium, therefore, the structure of eight hyperfine satellite
lines,, is expected, to first order displaced symmetrically with respect to the central line of the
7 = 00 isotopes, and with an intensity of 3.7% of the central line. Observation of such hyperfine
structuree in the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum allows unambiguous
identificationn of the impurity. Unfortunately, due to low abundance of the isotope the weak
hyperfinee lines are not always observable.
Forr instance, this has been the case for recently described erbium centres in silicon [4.1, 4.2].
Inn this case the identification in magnetic resonance must rely on the fine structure tensor g of
thee Zeeman splitting. In order to assess the effect of a magnetic field on the paramagnetic
rare-earthh ion its electronic state as created by the stronger perturbations, i.e., firstly the spinorbitt interaction and, secondly, the crystal field, must be well known.
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Thee subject of this chapter is the derivation of the g tensor of erbium centres in crystal fields
off various symmetries. Energies of states are calculated with and without a magnetic field
applied.. Due to the high value of the electron spin and the complexity of the interactions,
exactt analytical solutions are restricted to some special cases only. Therefore, the calculations
weree carried out fully numerically. Reference is made to analytical solutions based on exact
treatmentt or approximate perturbation methods when available.
Overr the last 40 years the EPR spectrum of the erbium ion, as an isolated impurity, in several
crystalss has been reported [4.1 - 4.37]. In the experiments the energy difference between
Zeemann levels is measured and the g value is calculated as a positive number from the
resonancee condition h v = gp-nB, with h vthe microwave quantum. Only in an exceptional case
thee sign of g values was determined in a dedicated experimental set-up [4.36]. Following this
practicee the principal spectroscopic parameters from experiment are given in table 4.1 as
positive.. The g tensor data for isotropic and axial centres are as well represented in figure 4.1.

Figuree 4.1 Plot of values g versus g/,for magnetic resonance spectra of axial and isotropic
ErEr

+

centres in several crystalline hosts corresponding to the data as given in table 4.1. The

lineslines surrounding the shaded area represent tensors with traces g/, +
thethe isotropic case g„ = gl = 6 for r6 states and g,/ = gl = 6.8 for ƒ} states.
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=18.0 and 20.4; in

Tablee 4.1 Principal g values ofEr3* spectra in various semiconductor, and some insulator,
hosthost crystals.
Symmetry y
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Tetragonal l
Axial l
Axial l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
«Axial l
Trigonal l
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
^Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Tetragonal l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Axial l

Host t

gg values

g\ g\
CaF2 2
6.785 5
CdF2 2
6.76 6
CdTe e
5.941 1
Ce0 2 2
6.759 9
GaAs s
5.92 2
Th0 2 2
6.752 2
ZnS S
5.926 6
ZnSe e
5.950 0
5.925 5
ZnSe e
5.931 1
ZnTe e
BaF2 2
5.908 8
CaF2 2
7.78 8
CaF2 2
1.746 6
CaF2 2
3.30 0
CaF2 2
2.206 6
CaF2 2
2.183 3
6.31 1
CaF2 2
CaO O
4.730 0
1.251 1
CaW04 4
11.415 5
CdS S
3.240 0
CdS S
4.301 1
CdTe e
5.699 9
InP P
1.989 9
LaCl3 3
11
LaES
1.47 7
La2.jSrxCu04 41.3 3
15.13 3
LiNb03 3
MgO O
12.4 4
PbMo04 4
1.195 5
Si i
0.45 5
Si i
0.69 9
Si i
2.00 0
Th0 2 2
3.462 2
YES2 2
1.50 0
ZnS S
12.33 3
ZnS S
2.423 3

Reference e
#2 2

gi gi

7.411 1
6.254 4
9.16 6
8.54 4
8.843 3
9.015 5
2.14 4
7.86 6
8.401 1
1.675 5
8.019 9
7.919 9
5.954 4
8.757 7
8.85 5
9.3 3
2.14 4
0.5 5
8.45 5
3.46 6
3.22 2
3.24 4
6.23 3
7.624 4
8.77 7
2.81 1
8.771 1

4.6,4.7,4.8,4.13 3
4.11,4.15 5
4.21,4.23,4.24,4.27 7
4.18 8
4.25,, 4.28, 4.29, 4.35
4.16,4.18 8
4.21,4.23,4.27 7
4.22,, 4.23, 4.27, 4.30
4.21 1
4.21,4.23,4.24,4.27 7
4.15 5
4.6,4.7,4.8,4.13,4.37 7
4.13 3
4.13 3
4.13,4.37 7
4.15 5
4.37 7
4.12 2
4.18 8
4.23,4.27 7
4.23,, 4.27
4.24 4
4.26,, 4.29
4.5,4.7,4.38 8
4.3,4.4,4.20 0
4.34 4
4.31 1
4.14 4
4.17 7
4.1 1
4.1,4.2 2
4.1,4.2 2
4.16 6
4.20 0
4.23,4.27 7
4.23,4.27 7
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«Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c

0.57 7
1.245 5
4.066 6
0.8 8
2.8 8
LU3AI5O12 2 6.93 3
Lu3Ga50!2 2 3.183 3
0.80 0
Si i
0.80 0
Si i
1.09 9
Si i
1.36 6
Si i
7.75 5
Y3A15012 2
Y3Ga5012 2 4.69 9

ZnSe e
ZnTe e
ZnTe e
GaAs s
GaAs s

8.877 7
9.469 9
8.068 8
0.8 8
0.8 8
4.12 2
3.183 3
5.45 5
5.45 5
5.05 5
9.65 5
3.71 1
4.033

12.032 2 4.30 0
4.24,, 4.27
4.24,4.27 7
15.4 4
4.35 5
15.4 4
4.35 5
4.10 0
8.43 3
12.62 2 4.10 0
12.60 0 4.1,4.32,4.33 3
12.55 5 4.1,4.32,4.33 3
12.78 8 4.1,4.2 2
7.91 1
4.1 1
7.35 5
4.9,4.10 0
10.73 4.9,4.10 0

11 .LaES - La(C2H5S04)3.9H20
2.YESS = Y(C2H5S04)3-9H20

4.22 Method of calculation
4.2.11 Spin-orbit interaction
Forr rare-earth ions the magnetic properties are dictated by the electrons in the
incompletelyy filled 4f shell. For Er3+ with the configuration 4f" the orbital momentum is L =
66 and the electron spin is S = 3/2. By the spin-orbit interaction ALS these states group into
fourr levels with total angular momentum J = L + S = 15/2, J = 13/2, J = 11/2 and J= L- S =
9/2,, respectively. As for the Er3+ ion the spin-orbit constant X is negative, the state J = 15/2
formss the ground state. It is separated from the next higher state, with J = 13/2, by about 800
meV.. Calculations are restricted to the isolated ground state with 16-fold degeneracy. In the
spinn J formalism the Lande factor for splitting in a magnetic field is gj = 1 + W+\) - L(L+\)
++ S(S+\)]/2J(J+l) = 6/5.

4.2.22 Crystal field
Incorporatedd in a crystal the erbium ion is subject to the fields exerted by surrounding
hostt atoms. In the crystal field the 16-fold degeneracy of the .7=15/2 spin-norbit level is lifted,
thee precise effect depending on strength and symmetry of the crystal field. For a high-
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symmetryy cubic surrounding the splitting will be into three quartets and two doublets; for a
low-symmetryy field the maximum number of eight Kramers doublets will be obtained.
Calculationss of the energy levels were performed for centres of cubic, trigonal, tetragonal and
orthorhombicc symmetry. The crystal potentials are represented by their corresponding spin
operatorss //cf. Crystal-field induced splittings are of order of magnitude 50 meV.

4.2.33 Magnetic field
Thee Zeeman splitting of about 0.1 meV induced in an EPR experiment in the K band
(frequencyy 23 GHz) is only a small perturbation on the states formed after spin-orbit and
crystal-fieldd interactions. Energies of the J = 15/2 spin-orbit ground state sublevels are
calculatedd in the presence of a crystal field and a magnetic field. The energy of the Zeeman
effectt is calculated by applying the operator Hmf = gj/^B-J. By the magnetic field the
degeneracyy in the crystal-field quartet and doublet levels is lifted. By taking a reasonable
weakk magnetic field the effective g values are directly obtained as the energy differences
betweenn levels. For example, in case of low symmetry g, = E,+ - £/_, ; = 1,...,8. Calculations
aree restricted to the low-field regime with linear Zeeman splitting and consequently constant g
valuess by proper scaling of the crystal-field coefficients. To match existing conditions in the
totall spin Hamiltonian H = Hcf + Hm( the magnetic field was chosen so that the relation of the
parameterr Kcf, included in the expression for Hcf, and JUB is like 1000 : 1. The variation of this
parameterr Vcf over a wide range did have no effect on calculated g values.
However,, the computational scheme, in which only energies of states are calculated, is of a
generall nature and allows larger fields to be applied and non-linear effects to be calculated
withoutt modification. Calculations have included centres from high cubic symmetry with
isotropicc EPR spectra and scalar g values, centres of trigonal and tetragonal symmetry with
axiall tensors with principal values g„ and

and centres of the lower orthorhombic or

monoclinicc symmetry with three independent principal g values gu g2 and g3.

4.33 Cubic symmetry
4.3.11 Energy
Inn case of cubic symmetry and f electrons the possible crystal field operators are of
fourthh and sixth order in spin J. The former operator is specified by
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HHcaca,=,= O04+5Ot,

(4-la)

with h
O 4 ° = 3 5 j ; - [ 3 0 J ( JJ + 1)-25]J Z 2 -6J(J + 1)+3J 2 (J + 1)2

(4.1b)

and d

o:=yo:=y22{j:{j:++r)r)

(

Thee operator of sixth order is given by
H^=Ol-2\OlH^=Ol-2\Ol
with h

OlOl = 231.7* -105[37(j + l ) - 7 ] j ; +(l05J 2 (J + l)2 -525J(J + l) + 294)j 2 - 5 y 3 ( jj + l ) 3 + 4 0 J 2 ( J + l ) 2 - 6 0 J ( J + l)

(4.2b)

and d

O 6 4 = X [ I I J 2 - J ( J + I ) - 3 8 ] ( J ; + J 4 K X ^ + J - 4 ) [ 1 1 J ' " J ( J + 1 ) ~ 3 8 1 --

(4 2c)

'

Thee linear combination

( 4 - 3a )

HHcfcf=V=VcfcfHHcucu
with h
HHcaca = sina.77eu4/ F(4) + cosa.Hcu6/ F(6)

(4.3b)

involvingg the two parameters Fcf and a, with a in the range - 90° ^ or < + 90°, represents the
generall case. To obtain more convenient values of parameters it is customary to introduce the
dividerss F(4) = 60 and F(6) = 13860 in the expression (4.3b) [4.39 - 4.41]. Energy
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eigenvaluess E of the Hamiltonian (4.3a, b) for Vcf = +1 in the basis set of 16 states mi = -15/2
too + 15/2 are given in figure 4.2. For the doublet T(, the exact result is E = Vcu( - 40cosa +
294sinar),, for the Tj doublet E = V cu (- 312cosar- 26sina). Energies of the quartet states (r 8 );,
;; = 1,2 and 3, are the numerically computed solutions of cubic equations.
Exceptt for the different choice of parameters the result is identical to the classical data of Lea,
Leaskk and Wolf [4.40]. The two parameter sets are related by VC{ sina = Wx and VQ( cosa =
W(\-\x\). W(\-\x\).
Onn the basis of a point charge model a positive value of VC[ is expected. If so, inspection of
figuree 4.2 shows that the ground state will be of doublet T(, character for - 90° < a < - 40.4°,
off character T7 for - 40.4° < a < + 54.5° and (T8)i for + 54.5° < a < + 90°. For a
substitutionall site of erbium, with a fourfold co-ordination of ligands, the parameter a will be
negativee and the ground state will be the r^ or T7 doublet. On an interstitial site, with
octahedrallyy coordinated neighbours and positive a, ground states of T7 or (r 8 )i character are
possible. .

-900

-60

-30

0
aa (degrees)

30
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90

Figuree 4.2 Crystal-field energies of doublets r6 and ƒ"} and of quartets (r&)t, i = 1, 2 and 3, in
thethe cubic case representing the eigenvalues of equation (4.3) with VCf = + 1. Parameter a, in
thethe range - 9(f < a < + 9(f, controls the mixing of the fourth- and sixth-order cubic crystal
fields. fields.
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4.3.22 g Value
Splittingg of the doublet states in a magnetic field can be described by an effective spin
1/22 and labelling of the states as

. In the cubic field the conjugate wave functions of the

doubletss are expressed in the basis states |wj> of the J = 15/2 level by

IJCJ)WJ>.

For T7 one

obtains,, independent of parameter a,

Thee splitting is isotropic with the effective g factor given by g = IgjLjcfmj = 34/5. In an
equivalentt way the wave functions for T6 are:

K)=yK)=y1414

22yyyy%%4^y4

andd the isotropic effective g value is g = 6.
Fromm the values listed in table 4.1 for the semiconductors GaAs. ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe and CdTe
thee experimental values close to 6 indicate a T6 ground state and the negative value of a
confirmss a substitutional erbium position. In contrast, for erbium in CaF2, CdF2, Ce0 2 and
Th0 22 a T7 ground state is indicated by their g value. The small negative deviations of
experimentall values from the calculated numbers, discussed in several papers, have been
ascribedd to admixture of the higher terms 2K15/2 and 2Li5/2, admixture of T8 state by the
magneticc field and covalent derealization [4.12, 4.21, 4.22, 4.27, 4.42]. It may be concluded
thatt the theoretical description provides good agreement with experimental data. However, a
precisee value of parameter a cannot be derived. For quartet states Ts the splitting of the four
levelss in a magnetic field can be described by effective spin J = 3/2 and the cubic spin
Hamiltonian n
HH = &UBB-J + K / ^ B - J

3

= &«BB-J + uMZJx3 + V /

+ B

^)-

(4-6)

Numericallyy calculated values for g and u for the three quartet levels are given in figure 4.3. It
cann be observed that in the crystal field the coefficient u of the cubic operator is not always
smalll compared to the g value of the magnetic-dipole Zeeman effect. For this reason the
angularr dependence following the function (4.7) breaks down [4.22,4.41, 4.43,4.44]
p(0)p(0) = 1 - 5sin2<9+ 3.75sin40.
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(4.7)
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Figuree 4.3 g Values of doublet and quartet levels in cubic symmetry pertaining to the
HamiltonianHamiltonian given in equation (4.6). Parameter a, in the range - 9(f < a < + 9Cf, controls
thethe mixing of the fourth- and sixth-order contributions.

4.44 Trigonal and tetragonal symmetry
4.4.11 Energy
Ass can be noted in table 4.1 several erbium-related centres were found to have axial
symmetry.. Their symmetry was either established as trigonal, with axis along a <111>
direction,, tetragonal, with axis along <100>, or the axis was left unspecified. In the trigonal
casee the leading crystal-fie Id operator of second order is given by
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^t r =-X u ' + X^ + X ( 1 - i ) y ^ + X ( 1 " i ) ^ J + + X ( 1 + i ) J ^ + X ( 1 + i ) J -'- / -(4.8) )
inn the Cartesian coordinate system. Including a cubic contribution as well, the general crystalfieldfield operator will be expressed by
tfcftfcf = VcfHcutt,

(4-9a)

with h
HHcutTcutT = cosp.//cu + sinp.M, / F(2),

(4.9b)

andd with parameter /?, in the range - 90° < {3 < + 90°, specifying the cubic and trigonal
components.. A factor F(2) = 0.1 is included in the trigonal field term to obtain better match of
thee two contributions in the J = 15/2 spin system. In the trigonal field all orbital degeneracy is
removedd and the spectrum will consist of eight doublet levels. For two selected cases of
parameterr a, a = - 90° and a = + 30°, the energy eigenvalues of HcuiI are shown in figures
4.4(a)) and 4.4(b). Treating the case of tetragonal field in the similar way, the pertinent secondorderr crystal-field operator is

HHxexe=J=J22zz-/-/33J(JJ(J

+ \). \).

Combinedd with a cubic field the total crystal-field operator will be
HH
1111

cf

=V.H

(4.11a)

' c f ' l erne'

v

'

with h
# cutee = cos(3.//cu + sinp.//te/F(2),

(4.1 lb)

againn with - 90° < /? < + 90°. Energies of eight doublets as a function of /? computed with Vc{
== + 1 for two values of a, a = - 90° and a = + 30°, are given in figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). For
thee limiting values P=

90° only the axial trigonal or tetragonal field is present. In this field

thee states quantize as 115/2,

with quantization axis taken along the axial direction. The

correspondingg energies of Hcutt and //cute are
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Figuree 4.4 Energies of eight doublets for fourth- or sixth-order cubic crystal field together
withwith a second-order trigonal or tetragonal crystal field, calculated from Equations (4.9) or
(4.11)(4.11) with Vcf = +1 for (a) a = - 9(f, trigonal, (b) a = + 3Cf, trigonal, (c) a = - 9(f,

etragonal,etragonal, (d) a = +3(f, tetragonal. Parameter fi in the range —9(f <p <+ 9(f, 9(f, controls the
mixingmixing of the cubic and axial crystal fields.
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TT 350, in a way as can be verified in the figures 4.4. For Vcf = +1, as used to draw figures 4.4,
thee lowest level forms the ground state in which magnetic resonance is observed. For negative
VVc{c{ the roles of highest and lowest level interchange.
Inspectionn of figures 4.2 and 4.4 reveals that the ground state can have 1^, Tj or Tg symmetry
typee in cubic field, and be of m} =

1/2 or

bee remarked here that among states |15/2,

15/2 character in the pure axial situation. It might
> only the doublet 115/2,

observablee magnetic resonance transition. All other doublets have

> will give an

= 0, preventing the

observationn of spin resonance.

4.4.22 g Value
Splittingg of the spin doublet levels in a magnetic field is expressed by their Zeeman
splittingg or g factors. Effective g values for the parallel and perpendicular directions in
trigonall and tetragonal symmetry were computed by diagonalization of the 16x16 matrices of
thee operator Hcr + Hmf as a function of the parameters a and j3. In the computations as actually
carriedd out parameter fi was varied in the range - 90 to + 90 degrees in steps of 0.1 degree, for
valuesvalues of a spanning the same range in steps of 10 degrees.
Reviewingg the results and observing the complex behaviour of g tensor variations one must
concludee that a comprehensive and quantitatively accurate analytical treatment of Zeeman
effectss for a spin system J = 15/2 in crystal fields is beyond feasibility. To allow a direct
comparisonn with experimental data as presented in figure 4.1, in the figures 4.5 the calculated
perpendicularr g value gi is plotted as a function of the calculated parallel value gu for the
samee /?. In an additional presentation of results, figures 4.6 show the gu and

values in their

dependencee on parameter /?.
Inn the figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 the panels (a) correspond to trigonal centres with a = - 90°, (b)
trigonal,, a = +30°, (c) tetragonal, a = - 90°, and (d) tetragonal, a = +30°, selected for optimal
illustrationn of the vast amount of data points and the systematics in their behaviour. In cases
(a)) and (c), for /? = 0 the ground state is r 6 and the isotropic g value g = 6 is reproduced. For
casess (b) and (d) the ground state is T7 with g = 6.8.
Itt was shown by Lewis and Sabisky [4.42] that for small axial perturbations the trace gu + 2gi
off the g tensors will stay constant. Inspection of figures 4.5 or 4.6 shows that the theoretical
resultt is unambiguously confirmed for both r 6 and T7 doublets, both upon trigonal or
tetragonall distortion with small /?, and irrespective of parameter a characterising the cubic
field.. Not shown in the figures, the rule holds equally well if the levels do not form the ground
state.. Considering next the range of the large axial distortions, for p = + 90° and Vcf > 0 the
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Figuree 4.5 Plot of gx versus gn calculated for lowest-energy doublets for (a) a = - 90°,
trigonal,trigonal, (b) a = + 3(f, trigonal, (c) a = - 9(f, tetragonal, (d) a= + 3(f, tetragonal.
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groundd state in the purely axial field is (15/2, /wj =
derivedd as gu = 1.2 and

. Exact g values for this state are

= 9.6. From figure 4.6(b) for a = + 30° it is concluded that gn and

have the same sign, hence at J3 = + 90° the trace gu + 2gj_ = 20.4, equal to the trace at the
isotropicc point P = 0°.
Forr a = - 90°, figure 4.6(a) shows gu to change sign in the range from /? = 0° to ft = + 90°, at
aroundd p = 47°. Assuming g// = + 1.2 at /? = + 90°, equal to the Lande factor g = 6/5, it must be
concludedd that gL at p = + 90° has the negative value g = - 9.6.
Ass the sign escapes detection, the measured trace gu +

= 20.4 would easily lead to the

erroneouss conclusion that the state is T7 related. At p = 0°. for the Fe state in cubic symmetry,
thee g value must be g = - 6, but, again, as the sign is not determined in the standard
experimentt the commonly reported value is positive. The corresponding traces are equal at
bothh ft points at - 18.
Alsoo for tetragonal symmetry, as demonstrated by the figures 4.5(c), 4.5(d), 4.6(c) and 4.6(d),
thee trace at /? = + 90° is exactly equal to its value at p = 0°. In the region in between a
reductionn is calculated, but in several cases the trace remains remarkably constant. This is
especiallyy true for the case illustrated by figures 4.5(c) and 4.6(c). For this lowest level in
tetragonall symmetry and fourth-order cubic field, a = - 90°, the trace in the whole range for /?
neverr falls more than 0.3% below the value 18 for the T6 state. In no case a calculated trace
exceedss the value 20.4.
Thee great majority of the experimental tensors, shown in figure 4.1 in the upper left part, have
theirr trace values slightly below the line gu + 2g = 20.4. These data are well fitted by the
computedd curves as shown in figures 4.5(b) and 4.6(b) for trigonal and 4.5(d) or 4.6(d) for
tetragonall centres.
Itt can be concluded that the calculations can well account for the observed g values, thus
confirmingg that they are properly interpreted as due to the J = 15/2 spin system of erbium
ions.. In the results as illustrated in figures 4.5 and 4.6 agreement is reached for a = + 30° and
PP values near + 20°. It must, however, be emphasised that very similar calculated results and
consequentlyy similar agreement is achieved for parameter a in the range -30 to +50° in which
thee T? level is ground state in cubic symmetry. The data as given above for good agreement
aree therefore not unique. Just as for the cubic centres, a precise value of a cannot be
determinedd by the analysis. Good fits, though not as convincing and systematic, can also be
foundd in completely different ranges of parameters, e.g., for negative value of VCf.
Unfortunatelyy this ambiguity, related to the complexity of interactions, does not allow the
abovee solutions to be presented as unique. In figure 4.1 also a few data points are included for
whichh g// > gi.
Ann illustration of their matching by the crystal field calculation is given in figure 4.7, which
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showss the

relation for the lowest level in tetragonal symmetry for a = + 80°.

Att the same time this figure shows alternative interpretations of the data points in the upperleftt corner of the plot, underlining the necessity of care in conclusively selecting matching
parameters. .
Inn summary, all experimental data points can be accounted for in the calculations, with
exceptionn of the tensors OEr-2 and OEr-2' for centres in silicon [4.1]. Their identification as
erbiumm related is therefore not supported by the present analysis.

Figuree 4.7 Plot of

versus g// calculated for lowest-energy doublet in tetragonal symmetry

forfor parameter a = + 8(f. The diamonds indicates the experimental data points for tetragonal
centres. centres.
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4.55 Orthorhombic symmetry
4.5.11 Energy
Too explore the spectroscopic properties of low-symmetry centres the case of an
orthorhombicc crystal field in addition to a tetragonal field was considered. In this restriction to
pp =

90° a cubic field was left outside consideration. The second-order operator

correspondingg to the orthorhombic field is written as

andd is normalised with respect to the tetragonal operator Hxe. The general expression for the
mixedd tetragonal/orthorhombic field is
HHcfcf = M/.eor,

(4.13a)

with h
Z/teorr = cosy. Htc + siny. HQT.

(4.13b)

Variationn of parameter y over the range 0° < / < + 30° is sufficient to cover all basically
differentt fields. Energies of the eight doublet states obtained from the diagonalisation of
Hamiltoniann (4.13) are given in figure 4.8 as a function of parameter y. It is noted that level
crossingss do not appear. For positive VC{, the expected case, the level related to the state \J =
15/2,, wj =

> with the energy E = - 21 at y = 0° will always be the ground state. In case of

smalll non-axial distortion a perturbation treatment can be applied. It leads to the analytical
expression n
E=E= Fcfcosy (-21 -

44

j^tg 2 y)

(4.14)

forr the energy of the lowest state. This is in good agreement with the numerically calculated
curvee but only up to some 3°. The wave function of the perturbed
|

1 /2>' = | 1 /2> - (112) V35 igy

> state is found to be

> - 2 V2Ï tg/1 + 3/2>

(4.15)

inn a non-normalised form. Similar expressions exist for other /wj values.
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Figuree 4.8 Energies of eight doublets in tetragonal axial field together with an orthorhombic
crystalcrystal field calculatedfrom equations (4.13a, b) with Vc/ = + 1. Parameter y in the range 0 °
<< y <+ 30", controls the relative contributions of the two crystal fields.

4.5.22 g Value
Ass before, the Zeeman effect is treated by diagonalization of the matrix <m'j\HC{ + Hms
\m"j>.\m"j>. Principal values of the g tensor in the Cartesian x, y, z directions are drawn in figure 4.9
forr the level derived from m> =

1/2 in tetragonal axial symmetry. Experimental data points

forr the OEr-1 centre observed in silicon are included in the figure [4.1]. A good agreement
cann be noted for ya 1.2°, providing confirmation for the assumed relation of the spectrum
withh the J= 15/2 of erbium.
Withh the wave function (4.15) for the ground state available, the Zeeman splitting can be
calculatedd by treating it as a small perturbation. On this basis the expressions for the principal
gg tensor components are
SxSx = g j ( W 7 c 3 c, +4VT5c3 c5 +Sc] ),

(4.16a) )

g y = g j ( - W 7 c 33 c, +4VÏ5c 3 c 5 +8c]

(4.16b) )
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and d
S^giOc^-c^-Sc'y).S^giOc^-c^-Sc'y).

Insertingg the wavefunction coefficients as following from equation (4.15) after their
normalisation,, and using gj = 6/5, one obtains
_ 6 / 8 - 8 4 V 3 t g YY + 420tg2Y
, 371/ 2
'
/ 55
/ : >>
l + 3 7 )^tg 2 y

g j =

_ 6 / 88
^ - / 55

+

84V3tgY+420tg2Y
. ,7lA 2
»

(4-17a>

(4.17b)

and d
g

l-833/tg2Y Y
' / 5 ii 3 7 1 / , 2
^ 11 + ^ K t g Y
=

(4-17c)

Itt is seen from figure 4.9 that the most sensitive indication for the non-axial distortion is given
byy the lifting of the g x degeneracy, i.e., by gy - gx. By equations (4.17) this difference equals
1008/ /V3tgY Y
g

g =

> ' ~ ' 7 T 3 7 1 AA 2
(4- 18 )
+ J
11 % t g Y
Withh the experimental result for the Si-OEr-1 centre gy - gx = 7.15 its y parameter is
determinedd as y= 1.2°.

4.66 Conclusions
Calculationss have been performed of the electronic structure of the triply charged
erbiumm ion in its spin-orbit ground level with spin .7=15/2 when embedded as an impurity in
aa host crystal. Calculations were carried out fully numerically. Employing a crystal field
methodd the energy levels and wave functions were determined for the ion in Stark fields of
cubic,, trigonal, tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetry, created by the ligand ions of the
crystal.. The relative contributions of the crystal fields of isotropic, axial and non-axial
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Figuree 4.9 Principal g values gx, gy and g:for a centre with orthorhombic symmetry as a
functionfunction of parameter y for the ground state level. Experimental data points are for the
erbiumerbium centre in silicon, spectrum Si-OEr-1 from Carey et al. [4.1J.
symmetryy are described by mixing parameters a, fj and y. Also the principal components of g
tensorss for the Zeeman splitting were calculated by applying a magnetic field in the
appropriatee directions.
Inn previous theoretical determinations of g values, using analytical methods, exact results
weree restricted to the T6 and T7 states in pure cubic symmetry and the states | J = 15/2,ms> in
fieldsfields of pure axial character.
Inn contrast, in the numerical calculations fields of arbitrary structure can be constructed as the
parameterss a, /?and /can be varied continuously over a range covering all situations.
Consideringg calculated results it is noted that the parallel principal g value g,: in axial
symmetryy can change its sign upon variation of parameter /?, governing the relative
contributionss of cubic and axial fields. Accepting a positive value for g,t in the purely axial
situationn of /?= + 90°, where the quantisation of spin states is more straightforward, a negative
valuee for g appears in the cubic situation. In particular, for the T6 state of cubic symmetry the
consistentt g value is found as g = - 6. In experiments the absolute value g = 6 will be
measured. .
Fromm collected experimental data, obtained for a large number of varied host crystals, the
tracee \g//\ +
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of g tensors for the erbium-related resonances was found often to be close to

20.4,, i.e., the trace of the cubic centre in the Vj state. An empirical rule of constant trace upon
axiall distortion with consequences for the electronic origin of the impurity states can be based
onn this observation. Such a rule has to be applied with care, however, as the real trace taking
signss into account can be different from the measured trace based on absolute positive values.
Forr instance, in case of axial symmetry, a real trace of gu + 2gx = - 18, based on gu = + 1.2
andd

= - 9.6 and derived from Te, is measured as a trace of 20.4 and interpreted as having a

r 77 origin. In rare cases only, negative g values have been concluded to for consistent analysis
off experimental data, such as for the Yb ion in KMgF3 [4.45].
Becausee of a complex dependence of g values on crystal field parameters a and /7, with often
widee and sudden variations, the comprehensive summary of results is hard to give.
Nevertheless,, it is noted that over a wide range of a values, controlling the mixing of forthandd sixth-order cubic crystal fields, the trace of tensors remains remarkably constant upon a
distortionn with positive p towards the \J = 15/2, mj =

> doublet. This accounts in an

uncomplicatedd manner for the frequently observed tensors with trace near 20.4. One may
concludee that the crystal-field approach provides a valid description of the spin system. It is
alsoo to be noted that equal or very similar g values are calculated over a range of parameters.
Forr the cubic centres, the g values g = 6 for r& and g = 6.8 for r 7 do not depend at all on
parameterr a. For the axial case, different combinations of parameters a and J3 can give results
nott distinguishable by the experiments. Parameters a and ft are therefore not obtained from
thee analysis with great precision. Additional information is required for full characterization.
Suchh data could be provided by studies of the first excited state of the Stark splitting, such as
thee direct spectroscopic measurement of their Zeeman splitting, as reported, e.g., for the axial
erbiumm center in CaF2 [4.6]. In addition, from the population of this level as a function of
temperaturee the excitation energy can be derived via the associated Boltzmann factor [4.6].
Alternatively,, the position of the first excited states has been determined from the ground state
resonancee through the Orbach process of spin-lattice relaxation [4.15, 4.20 and 4.38]. More
directt and more complete data on the position of the five to eight crystal-field split levels can
comee from the optical spectroscopy in the form of structure in thee photoluminescence spectra,
butt this requires confirmation that the centers studied in both techniques are equal [4.46].
Forr interpretation of results from ODMR (optically detected magnetic resonance) calculations
off the same nature as presented in this paper have to be extended to include the J= 13/2 first
opticallyy excited state at around 800 meV. Other topics for future research include the
thoroughh investigation of centers of quartet Ts character in cubic symmetry and the systematic
explorationn ofg tensors for low-symmetry centres in their a, pand y field of parameters.
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Chapterr 5
Energyy levels of ytterbium
inn indium phosphide
Abstract t
Inn its regular charge state Yb3+, the ytterbium impurity in indium phosphide has
thee electronic configuration 4f13, orbital momentum L = 3 and spin S = 1/2.
Groundd and excited states with the total spins J = 7/2 and J = 5/2, respectively,
aree formed by spin-orbit interaction. The EPR spectrum of the centre provides by
resolvedd hyperfine interactions with the isotopes 17tYb (nuclear spin I = 1/2,
naturall abundance a = 14%) and 173Yb (I = 5/2, a = 16%) direct evidence for a
one-ytterbiumm centre in a high-symmetry environment. The optical transition
betweenn the excited and ground states with an energy around wavenumber a =
99855 cm-1 (wavelength A,= 1.0015 jam) is easily observed in photo luminescence.
AA cubic crystal field lifts the eight-fold degeneracy of the ground state 2F7/2 into a
T66 doublet, a T7 doublet and a r 8 quartet, whereas the excited state 2F5/2 is split
intoo a T7 doublet and a Tg quartet. The ordering of the crystal-field levels is still a
matterr of discussion, both for the ground and excited spin-orbit multiplets.
Severall experiments providing information on the ordering will be briefly
discussed.. These include the luminescence intensity, temperature and stress
dependence,, and magnetic resonance, together with a crystal-field analysis. A
conclusionn towards a T7 - T6 - Tg ordering for the ground state multiplet and T7 fgg for the excited state multiplet, known as the Masterov model, will be drawn.

5.11 Introduction
Amongg rare-earth impurities in semiconductors the system of ytterbium in indium
phosphidee has been frequently investigated. The optical and magnetic properties are to first
orderr determined by the atomic states of the 4f inner-shell electrons. In a Russell-Saunders
schemee the orbital and spin momenta of individual electrons couple separately to total L and
S.S. By spin-orbit interaction multiplets characterised by total momentum J are formed. The
crystall field of the semiconductor environment lifts the degeneracies of the spin-orbit levels.
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Duee to shielding by outer 5s and 5p electrons these splittings are relatively small and can be
treatedd as a perturbation on the atomic level diagram. As regards the ordering of the levels of
InP:Ybb some different schemes have been derived [5.1, 5.2]. In this paper experimental
resultss providing relevant information on the crystal-field effect will be discussed.

5.22 Energy levels
5.2.11 Spin-orbit interaction
Inn the case of ytterbium in indium phosphide, in the regular charge state Yb3+ with
electronn configuration 4fl35s25p6, the one hole in the otherwise full 4f shell leads to orbital
momentumm L = 3 and spin S = 1/2. By spin-orbit coupling iK^ = AL.S the multiplets 2F5/2 with
JJ = 5/2 and 2F7/2 with J = 7/2 are formed. Ground and excited states are separated by (7/2)A,
experimentallyy determined as 9985 cm"1. As A < 0, the eight-fold degenerate 2Fm multiplet
formss the ground state. Figure 5.1 illustrates the spin-orbit level diagram.

r8 8

5/2 2

r7 7
#2" "

#4 4

#2' '

#2 2

#8 8

#3 3

U
\\

2r

7/2 2

r7 7
9~£>o o

^K;f f

Figuree 5.1 Energy level diagram ofInP:Yb3+ illustrating spin-orbit (so) and crystal-field (cj)
splittings,splittings, with level assignment following Masterov et al. [5.1]. The labeling of zero-phonon
transitionstransitions is also indicated.
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5.2.22 Crystal-field interaction
Whenn embedded in a host crystal the atomic states of the rare-earth impurity will be
affectedd by the crystal field. Although the crystal field acting on an Yb atom in InP has
tetrahedrall symmetry, which is less than cubic symmetry, it has been shown [5.3] that, as long
ass 4f- 4f transitions only are considered, the relevant terms in the crystal field are those with
fulll cubic symmetry only, and terms of lower symmetry have (to first order) no effect on the
displacementss of the optical lines. As following from group-theoretical considerations the
groundd state 2F7/2 will be split into three levels of doublet T6, doublet T7, and quartet Tg
character,, respectively; the excited state will be separated into a T7 doublet and a Tg quartet.
Thee Hamiltonian can be given with parameters W and x [5.4] related to b4 and bb by b4 = Wx
andd b6 = W(\ - \x\), with -1 < x < +1. The level diagram for the case W= +1 and W= -1 as a
functionn of x, covering the full range -1 < x < +1, is illustrated by figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b),
respectively. .
InIn an equivalent alternative form a quantitative description the suitable general crystal-field
Hamiltonian,, applicable to a centre of cubic symmetry is
IHcff = B404 + B(>0(,.

/^ j \

Operatorss 04 and 06 represent the 4th- and 6th-order angular momentum operators,
respectively;; B4 and B6 are the corresponding coefficients, whose values have to be
determinedd experimentally. It is customary to introduce bt = B,¥(i), F(/) is a round number,
dependingg on the quantum number J of the wave functions in question, chosen arbitrarily in
orderr to reduce the eigenvalues of 0,/F(/) to small integer numbers. When these operators are
appliedd to f-type functions with 7 = 7/2 it is standard to choose F(4) = 60 and F(6) = 1260. On
applicationn of operator H=f the crystal-field levels of the ground state are obtained as
£(2F7/2,r6)) = + (3/2)i + 1464 - 20b6,

(5.2) )

£(2F7/2,r7)) = + (3/2)A - 1864 - 1266,

(5.3) )

£(2F7/2,rg)) = + (3/2)A + 2b4 +\6b6,

(5.4) )

andd of the excited state as
E(E(22FF55aXi)=-2A-aXi)=-2A-

(44/3)^4

and d
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-1-00
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0.0
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Figuree 5.2 Diagram of crystal-field energy levels as a function ofx, in the range -1
<x<x < +1, forW=

+ / (right page) and W = -1 (left page) for both excited state

FF sa and ground state 2F7/2 following Lea et al.[5.4]. The solution of the six models
isis indicated.

£(2F5/2,r8)) =-2A + (22/3)64.

<5-6)

Forr the six possible transitions the energy differences are:
£(2F5/2,r7)) - £(2F7/2,r6) = - (7/2)4 - (86/3)04 + 20b6,
2

£( F5/2,r7)) - E(%aXi) = ~ (7/2)4 + (10/3)64 + 1 2 ^

(5.7)
(5.8)

2

2

(5-9)

2

2

£( F5/2,r8)) - £( F 7/2 ,r 6 ) - - (7/2)4 - (20/3)Z>4 + 20fc6,

(5-10)

£( 2 F 5/2 ,r 8 )-£(^7/2X7)) = - (7/2)4 + (76/3)fc4 + 12A6

(5.11)

£( F5/2,r7)) - £( F7/2,r8) = - (7/2)4 - (50/3)^4 - 16fc,

and d
£(2F5/2,r"8)) -£( 2 F 7/2 ,r 8 ) ^ - (7/2)4 + (16/3)^4 - \6b6.

(5.12)

5.2.33 Transition energies
Transitionss between these levels are observable in a photoluminescence experiment; a
spectrumm is given in figure 5.3. At liquid-helium temperature only the lowest crystal-field
levell of excited state 2¥5/2 is populated and a total of three transitions is available. In the
experimentall spectrum these are identified with the zero-phonon transitions labeled #3, #4 and
#88 at the energies £(#3) = 10018 cm'1, £(#4) = 9982.5 cm"1 and £(#8) - 9920.5 cm"1. From
thesee observed energies the parameters 4, h and h (alternatively 4, W and x) can be
calculated.. The six possible solutions, corresponding to different ordering of levels in the F7/2
groundd state, are given in table 5.1. It remains to be decided which of these models fits best to
availablee experimental and theoretical data. In the next section this will be discussed.

5.33 Energy level ordering
5.3.11 Photoluminescence intensity
Onn comparing intensities of zero-phonon emissions it is apparent that the intensity of
thee luminescence line labeled #3 is much smaller than those of #4 and #8. For transitions
whichh are electron-dipole induced the probability is given by a matrixelement <Tt I £diP I r}>.
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Figuree 5.3 Photoluminescence spectrum oflnP.Yb measured at temperature T = 4 K (dashed
curve)curve) and T = 40 K (solid curve). The zero-phonon transitions are labeled #2, #3, #4 and #8.
Thee initial state T„ to be taken from the 2Fsa multiplet, has symmetry type T7 or Tg. The final
state,, in the ground state 2¥m is from representations T6, T7 or r 8 . Among all possibilities,
matrixelementt <r 7 | Eap | T7> is vanishing for symmetry reasons, all others have a finite value.
Onn this basis the luminescence line #3 is assigned to a I"7 to T7 transition. This, as can be
verifiedd in table 5.1, holds for models 1 and 4.

5.3.22 Photoluminescence temperature dependence
Att higher temperatures the upper crystal-field level of the excited state 2F5/2 will
becomee populated. This will lead to additional lines in the emission spectrum, so-called hot
lines,, labeled #2, #2'and #2" in the diagram o f figure 5.1. In the actual luminescence the weak
liness #2 and #2' at wavenumbers 10064 and 10025 cm~', respectively, appear upon increasing
thee temperature from 4 to 40 K, as can be seen in figure 5.4, which reproduces a detail of
figuree 5.3 in the range 990 - 1000 nm on an expanded scale.
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Figuree 5.4 Photoluminescence spectrum of InP.Yb in the wavelength region of the hightemperaturetemperature lines shown on an expanded scale.
Fromm these observations the crystal-field splitting of the 2F5/2 multiplet is calculated as E (#2)
-- E (#3) = +46 cm"1 or E (#2') - E (#4) = +43 cm"1. In the crystal-field analysis this splitting
iss given by E (2F5/2, r 8 ) - E (2F5/2, T7) = 22i4- The result bA * +2.0 cm"1 matches best with
modelss 1, 4 and 5. Observation of the hot line #2' is reported here for the first time. Transition
#2"" (the hot line of #8, expected at « 9966 cm"1) is hidden under the strong emission #4 and
remainss invisible.

5.3.33 Photoluminescence hydrostatic-stress dependence
Underr hydrostatic pressure the luminescence transitions were observed to change their
energiess linearly [5.5]. E.g., the transition #4 increases in energy by +7.80 cm" /GPa.
However,, at pressures of 4.1 GPa and above line #4 is no longer present. It appears to be
replacedd by a different line, labeled #F, with a different amplitude and width, and a pressure
dependencee of-0.32 cm"'/GPa. Extrapolating line #F to zero pressure, as shown in figure 5.5,
thee intersection happens close to the energy of line #2'. This suggests that line #2', the hot line
att pressures below 4.1 GPa, becomes the "cold" line above 4.1 GPa. Line #4, originally a
strongg line, transforms into a hot line. A similar effect occurs for transition #3. At a pressure
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10075 5

Pressuree (GPa)
Figuree 5.5 Positions of the luminescence lines as a function of hydrostatic pressure, after
StaporStapor et al. [5.5]. Dashed lines are extrapolations of the high-pressure emissions #E and #F
toto zero pressure. Positions of lines #2, #2', #3, and #4 at zero stress are indicated along the
ordinateordinate axis.
beloww 4.1 GPa this line is observed, at a high-pressure transition #E appears with an
extrapolationn to hot line #2 at zero stress. The two crystal-field levels of the 2F5/2 state cross at
stresss 4.1 GPa and move towards each other by 8.12 cm"'/GPa. They are therefore separated
att zero stress by 33.3 cm-1. Equating the splitting to the crystal-field expression 22b<\, one
obtainss b^ =

1 cm"'. This result is in best agreement with models 2 and 4, as marked in

tablee 5.1.

5.3.44 Magnetic resonance
Thee electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum of the InP:Yb centre, shown in
figurefigure 5.6, has been frequently observed. By the resolved characteristic hyperfine interactions
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forr the isotopes
isotopee

171

Yb, with nuclear spin I = 1/2 and natural abundance a = 14%, and the

Yb, I = 5/2 and a = 16%, the centre is unambiguously identified as a one-ytterbium

centre.. The spectrum is isotropic indicating an undistorted substitutional or a tetrahedral
interstitiall position for the ytterbium ion. The experimental Zeeman splitting factor is g =
3.291.. From a theoretical treatment of their magnetic properties, the crystal field states in the
F7/22 multiplet are characterised by electron spin S = 3/2 and anisotropic g tensor for the r 8
quartet,, spin 5 = 1 / 2 with isotropic g value g = 8/3 for the T6 doublet and spin 5 = 1 / 2 with
isotropicc g value g = 24/7 for the T? doublet. This provides solid evidence for the
identificationn of the ground state as the T7 doublet, as offered in models 1 and 4. The
reductionn of the experimental g value by a few percents compared to the theoretical value is
evidencee for some delocalisation of the 4f electrons of Yb in the InP crystal.

cc
33

33
cc
«u u

a. a.

4500

500

550

Magneticc Field (mT)
Figuree 5.6 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum ofYb3+ in InP recorded at the
microwavemicrowave frequency v &23 GHz, temperature 4 K.

5.3.55 Coordination
Thee crystal field as experienced by the ytterbium ion depends on its surrounding by
ionss of the indium phosphide crystal. In case the ytterbium ion occupies a substitutional site
thee crystal field is determined by interaction with the four nearest-neighbour phosphorus
atoms,, in a tetrahedral configuration. In a point-charge model the 4th-order potential will be
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representedd in Eq. (5.1) by the parameter B4 = V 6 0 = - (7/36)(Ze2/tf5)< r 4 ># the coefficient
forr 0 6 will be given by B6 = VI260 = + (l/18)(Ze2/tf7)< r6>y [5.4]. Although a point-charge
approximationn may not always give exact quantitative results, it is generally observed to yield
thee correct signs of parameters. The constants (3 and yare the Stevens multiplicative factors
withh the values J3 = - 2/1155 = - 0.001732 and y = + 4121021 = + 0.000148 for the 4f*3
configurationn of Yb3+ in the 2F7/2 state [5.6]. The argument shows that both b4 and b6 are
positive,, from where it follows that also x > 0 and W > 0. This complies with level model no.
4.. In a similar manner one derives for an interstitial site of Yb3+, with a six-fold octahedral
coordination,, B4 = £4/60 = + (7/16)(Ze2/i?5)< r4>/? < 0 and B6 = V1260 = + (3/64)(Ze2//?7)
<< r6>y > 0, and correspondingly x < 0, W > 0. This is the situation for model no. 3.
Conclusionss are represented in table 5.1.

Tablee 5.1 Summary of the analysis relevant to the ordering of crystal-field levels in the
groundground state 2F7/2 and excited state 2F5/2 of Yb3+ in InP. For each of the six models
consideredconsidered the crystal-field parameters of Hamiltonian equation (J), either b4 and b6 or W
andx,andx, are given. In the lowest five rows of cells best agreement with experiments or theory is
indicatedindicated by the + symbol.
Modell no.

11

22

33

44

55

66

r8 8
r7 7
r6 6
r8 8
r7 7

r« «
r7 7
r6 6
r7 7
r8 8

r7 7
r8 8
r8 8
r7 7
r6 6

r8 8
r7 7
r8 8
r6 6
r7 7

r7 7
r8 8
r7 7
r6 6
r8 8

r7 7
r8 8
r7 7
r8 8
r6 6

bb44 (cm-1)

+2.85 5

+1.37 7 -0.47 7

+1.68 8

-2.38 8

-3.05 5

1

-0.77 7

-2.25 5

+2.55 5

+2.28 8

-1.78 8

-€.03 3

-0.79 9

-0.38 8

-0.16 6

+0.42 2

+0.57 7

+0.99 9

-3.62 2

-3.62 2

+3.02 2

22

Fsa Fsa

F7/2 2

bebe (cm" )
XX
ll

W(cinW(cin ) )
-(7/2)/L(cm-') )
Intensityy #3

+3.96 6 -4.16 6 -3.09 9
+10017 7 +10005 5 +9964 4 +9985 5 +10002 2 +9998 8
++
++

Hott lines #2 and #2' + +

++
++

Stresss effect

++

Magneticc resonance + +

++

Co--

++

44 fold

ordination n 66 fold

++

++
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5.44 Conclusions
Inn the presented analysis the splitting of spin-orbit levels of Yb3+ in InP has been
consideredd assuming the validity of a crystal-field description. Evidence from several
experiments,, such as the effects of temperature and hydrostatic pressure on the
photoluminescencee spectrum, have given the most probable crystal field parameters. The
modelss number 1 and 4 are both possible candidates. For the preferred model, number 4 as
apparentt by an inspection of table 5.1, these are W = +3.96 cm-1 and x = +0.42. The level
orderingg is T7 - T6 - Tg, from low to high energies, for the 2F7/2 spin-orbit ground state
multiplett and T7 - T8 for the 2F5/2 excited state multiplet. This result confirms the earlier
assignmentt of Masterov et al. [5.1]. Crystal-field parameters are consistent with an
undistortedd substitutional site for the Yb ion on the indium sublattice. In the course of the
experimentss a new hot line, labeled #2', was observed at a measuring temperature of 40 K.
Neww lines appearing in the luminescence spectrum under hydrostatic stress above 4 GPa were
interpretedd as arising from a crossing of the two sublevels in the 2F5a state.
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Chapterr 6
Zeemann studies of the 4f intrashell
transitionss of ytterbium in indium phosphide
Abstract t
Zeemann measurements in magnetic fields up to 16 T have been performed on the
no-phononn lines labelled #3, #4 and #8 of the spectrum of ytterbium impurities in
indiumm phosphide. The luminescence lines show well-observable splittings and a
strongg polarization effect and changes in intensities were observed. Also a
completee change of the spectrum after some time of illumination was detected.
Ann energy level diagram is presented that satisfactorily explains the magnetic
fieldd effect and the relative intensities of the photo luminescence lines and is
consistentt with experiments described in the literature.

6.11 Introduction
Ytterbiumm in indium phosphide is one of the best-investigated systems of this kind
[6.1-6.7].. Ytterbium in its trivalent state, Yb3+ (4f*3), most probably placed substitutional^ on
ann indium place in the InP lattice, always shows a characteristic luminescence spectrum. This
iss presented in figure 5.3 for temperatures of 4 and 40 kelvin. The lines with labels #2, #3, #4
andd #8, at 10064, 10018, 9982.5 and 9920.5 cm"1 or 993.6, 998.2, 1001.8 and 1008.0 nm,
respectively,, are usually interpreted as zero-phonon transitions. The origin of other lines
presentt in the spectrum, #5 - #7 and #9, is not completely established; they are described as
phononn replica's [6.3] or assigned to a non-cubic centre [6.6]. Line #1 is attributed to a
trigonall Yb3+In - Xp centre [6.3]. The zero-phonon lines were shown to result from a cubic
defectt centre and arise from transitions between the spin-orbit levels 2¥sa and 2Fm- Due to
thee cubic crystal field the lower 2F7/2 level is split in three sublevels, of Te, Tj and T8
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symmetryy type, respectively, and the higher 2F5/2 level into two sublevels, with T7 and T8
symmetryy label. Zeeman measurements [6.3], which show an eightfold splitting of line #3 in
highh magnetic fields, confirm that the origin of lines #2, #3, #4 and #8 is a cubic Yb centre.
Followingg this study an energy level diagram for the 4f sublevels of the Yb3+ ion, as shown in
figurefigure 6.1, has been established. This scheme displays an unusual reversal of the T7 and T8
sublevelss at the excited state, which cannot be explained by the crystal-field calculations
[6.7],, and is in contrast to the predictions of a point charge model for an ytterbium atom on a
substitutionall cation site [6.8]. Furthermore, in this scheme one cannot explain the relative
intensitiess of the lines #3, #4 and #8 in photoluminescence and the surprising increase of the
luminescencee intensity of line #3 observed for high magnetic fields, as will be discussed in
sectionn 6.5.
Inn chapter 5 the intensity, temperature and stress dependence of the luminescence spectrum
andd the EPR spectrum are discussed and it is concluded that two models can best explain all
thesee effects, these are also depicted in figure 6.1.
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Figuree 6.1 The energy level diagram of InP.Yb with the level assignment according to
MasterovMasterov et al. [6.1], Aszodi et al. [6.3J, and model 1 of chapter 5. The zero-phonon
transitionstransitions observed in the photoluminescence spectra are indicated.
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6.22 Experimental method
Twoo samples, kindly provided by F. Scholz and B. Lambert, were used in this study.
Onee crystal has been grown by metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD). The
totall ytterbium concentration was 1018 atoms/cm3. The measured surface was a <100> plane.
Thee other crystal has been grown by the high-pressure gradient freeze synthesis method. By
thiss method, ytterbium was diluted in indium phosphide with a concentration of about 1017
atoms/cm3.. The measured surface of this sample was off-axis oriented. Results of examining
thee sample by x-ray are shown in figure 6.2.

Figuree 6.2 The Laue patterns of the two indium phosphide samples. The left pattern is nearly
invariantinvariant under a rotation of'2'n/4following from the four-fold symmetry of indium phosphide
aboutabout a [100] axis. The right one shows that the crystal is multi-crystalline and not aligned in
aa main direction.

6.33 Theoretical analysis of the Zeeman splitting
Ytterbiumm in the 3+ charge state, missing one electron in the 4f-shell, has electronic
configurationn 4f13 resulting in orbital moment L = 3 and spin S = 1/2. Spin-orbit interaction
leadss to two states: the 2F5/2 state with J = 5/2 and sixfold degeneracy, and the 2F7/2 state with
J=J= 7/2 and eightfold degeneracy. In a cubic crystal field the degeneracy is partially lifted. The
groundd state 2F7/2 splits in a doublet T6, a doublet T7 and a quartet T8; the excited state 2F5/2
splitss in a doublet T7 and a quartet T8. In a magnetic field the remaining degeneracy is lifted
completely.. For the sextet the magnetic quantum number TMJ can have the following values:
+5/2,, +3/2, +1/2, -1/2, -3/2 and -5/2; these 6 states are called |5/2,+5/2>, |5/2,+3/2>,
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|5/2,+l/2>,, |5/2,-l/2>, |5/2,-3/2> and |5/2,-5/2>. The magnetic moment in the direction of the
magneticc field (z) is gm\iB, with u,B the Bohr-magneton, jaB = ehllmt, and g depending on gh
andd gs, by

^

2

11
^ ss

Forr gs

=

+

,
.L(L + \)-S(S
k
gJ-(Ss-gJ
2 J ( J - { )

+ \)
(6.1)

2 and gL = 1 this formula transforms to the well-known formula for the g value of

Lande: :
,,

J(J + l) + S(S + \)-L(L
2J(J2J(J + \)

+ \)
(6.2)

Thee Lande formula gives g = 6/7 for the 2F5/2 state, and g = 8/7 for the %a state [6.9]. The
splittingg in a small magnetic field is summarised in table 6.1.
Tablee 6.1 Sublevels, eigenvectors and magnetic properties of the F5/2 and F7/2 states in a
cubiccubic crystal field. The magnetic energy ( AE ) of the sublevels, in a small field, is given in
cm'/T,cm'/T, m is the average value of the magnetic quantum value mj and p. is defined as equal to
mjmj with the lowest (absolute) value.
Level l Sub-- Eigenvector r

HH

level l
F5/2 2
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r7a a

mm

AE AE
(cnT'/T) )

(1/6)) V6 |5/2,+5/2>-(l/6) V30|5/2,-3/2>

-3/2 2

-5/6 6 -0.33 3

TT1b 1b (1/6)) V6|5/2,-5/2>-(l/6) V3Ö |5/2,+3/2>

+3/2 2 +5/6 6 +0.33 3

Tga a

(1/6)) V30|5/2,+5/2> + (l/6) V6|5/2,-3/2>

-3/2 2

Tgb b

(1/6)) V3Ö|5/2,-5/2> + (l/6) S

+3/2 2 -11/6 6 -0.73 3

r 8c c

|5/2,+l/2> >

+1/2 2 +1/2 2 +0.20 0

Tgd d

|5/2,-l/2> >

-1/2 2 -1/2 2 -0.20 0

|5/2,+3/2>

+11/6 6 +0.73 3

Level l Sub-- Eigenvector r

HH

mm

level l
F7/2 2

r6a a

(cnr'/T) )
(1/6)VÏ5"" f7/2,+7/2> + (1/6) V2Ï|7/2 ,-l/2> -1/2 2

+7/6 6 +0.62 2

Töb b

(l/6)VÏI|7/2-7/2>> + (l/6) V2T |7/2,+l/2> +1/2 2 -1/6 -1/6-0.62 2

r7a a
r7b b

(1/2)) S

(1/2)) V3 |7/2,-5/2>-(l/2)|7/2,+3/2>

r8a a

(1/6)) V2T |7/2,+7/2> - (1/6) VÏ5 |7/2 -l/2> -1/2 2

Tsb b

(l/6)V2l|7/2,-7/2>-(l/6)) VÏI|7/2,+ l/2> +1/2 2 -11/6 6 -0.98 8

r8c c

(1/2)) |7/2,+5/2> + (1/2) V3 |7/2,-3/2>

-3/2 2

T8d d

(l/2)|7/2,-5/2>> + (l/2) 4Ï |7/2,+3/2>

+3/2 2 +1/2 2 +0.27 7

|7/2,+5/2>-(l/2) |7/2,-3/2>

-3/2 2

+3/2 2 +0.80 0

+3/2 2 -3/2 2

-0.80 0

+11/6 6 +0.98 8

-1/2 2

-0.27 7

Whenn a magnetic field along the z axis is applied, in the limit of a weak field (the Zeeman
splittingg being small compared to the crystal-field splitting), the energy shifts in a field B are
givenn by A£ = gm\x^B, and m the average value of the magnetic quantum value mj. The T7
levell will split into two and the T8 level into four, non-equidistant, lines. The parameter ji is
definedd as equal to mj with the lowest (absolute) value. The parameter u, is also given in
figuree 6.3 for the different sublevels.
Inn a strong magnetic field the Zeeman energy is no longer small compared to the crystal field
splitting.. The magnetic energy, gm\iBB, is added to the diagonal elements of the
correspondingg matrix. The eigenvalues of this matrix supply the shifts of the energies.
Whenn an atom is placed in a cubic crystal field with a strong magnetic field in a random
directionn the treatment becomes more complicated.
Forr the experiments considered in this chapter, the expected maximum Zeeman splitting for
thee r 8 a - r 8 b states in the field B = 16 T is = 16 cm-1 which is still small compared to the F5/2
-F7/22 spin-orbit splitting, ~ 10.000 cm"1.
Inn this case the energy levels in one multiplet are calculated with the complete Hamiltonian of
thee crystal field plus the magnetic field:

7T7T

Wxo, w(i-H)
F(4) )

F(6) )

(6.3) )
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Thee vector B will be B (aie x + a2ey + a3ez), with (a,e x + a2ey + ct3ez) a unit vector, ai, 0:2, 0:3
aree the cosines of the direction of the field. The complete Hamiltonian is now
„„ WxOA
W(\-\x\)06
HH =
+
—
+ gpBB(almx + a2m + a3mz).

F(4))

(6.4)
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Figuree 6.3 ^4 possible energy level diagram ofYb
/i/i given for all the sublevels.
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in InP in a magnetic field with the value of

Nott only Ö4 and 0 6 but also w x , my and mz are operators represented by matrices. mz is a
matrixx with only diagonal elements with the value of m. mx en my are matrices with only
valuess unequal to zero next to the diagonal with the values:

=
m*(m~l.m)*(m~l.m)
m

-mi(m.m'l)=

mmy(my(m-i,-i,mm,,

- I H ) ( - / + OT + 1 ) .

~ ^

myfmjR'i) - - — -J(J -m)(J

+ m + l)

(6.5) )

(6.6) )

Soo for J= 5/2 these matrices will be:
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VJ
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0
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3

0

0

00

0
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0
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0

oo 2V2
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0
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0

0
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0
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0

0

0

5
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(6.9) )
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Thee splitting of the Zeeman components shows different behaviour as a function of the
intensityy of the magnetic field in three field regions. In low fields, where the Zeeman splitting
iss small compared to the splitting due to the crystal field, the splitting is nearly proportional to
B,B, and independent of the magnitude of the crystal field. In the T(, and Tj doublets, this
splittingg is isotropic (independent of the direction of the field with respect to the crystal axes);
inn the Tg quartet the splitting is, however, anisotropic.
Inn fields where the Zeeman splitting is comparable to that of the crystal field, there occurs a
mixingg of states with equal values of fj, belonging to different crystal-field sublevels; as a
consequencee the splitting depends on the magnitude of the crystal field, deviates considerably
fromfrom proportionality to B, and is always anisotropic. In still higher fields, where the Zeeman
splittingg is larger than the crystal field splitting, the Zeeman splitting becomes again
proportionall to B and isotropic, and approaches that of the undisturbed atom.

6.44 Selection rules and consequences
Transitionss between these Zeeman levels are subject to selection rules with the general
formm Au =0, +/- 1. For electric dipole transitions with Afj. = 0 the emitted light will be
linearlyy polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field. For transitions with Au = +/-1
circularlyy polarized light will be emitted parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. Such
transitionss have been observed in the present experiment. For the magnetic dipole transition
thenn holds Au = 0, and since the electric dipole intrashell transitions are already forbidden,
magneticc dipole transitions can be of the same intensity or maybe even stronger than the
electricc dipole transitions [6.9].
Fromm this analysis it follows that for a magnetic field in a non-high-symmetry direction no
transitionss will be forbidden by the selection rules. This can lead to doubling of the number of
liness compared to the <100> direction. For a <111> direction again some selection rules
becomee effective. The general rule is, the higher the symmetry, the lower the number of
allowedd transitions. The dependence of the sublevels on the direction of the magnetic field is
givenn in figure 6.4. It can be observed that T7 and T(, show hardly any directional
dependenciess but Tg shows a contraction at the <111> direction. Subsequently it should be
investigatedd what to expect for the different transitions of the tetrahedral Yb defect in a
magneticc field parallel to the <100> direction.
Thee values for u, are given in figure 6.3. One should take into account that A\x has modulus 4,
soo therefore Au = 3 is equivalent to Ap. = -1.
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Figuree 6.4 The theoretical angular dependence of the energy levels of model 4 upon rotating a
magneticmagnetic field of 5.3 tesla in a (110) plane of the crystal.
Thee calculated levels versus field are given in figure 6.5, for the lines of the lowest level of
thee excited state to the ground states: the "cold" lines. As expected the levels are seen to bend
awayy from each other.
Thee following transitions can be expected in the ytterbium system:
The T-] => T7 transition has four possible transitions: one with Au = +1, one with Au = 11 and two with Au = 0, the allowed transitions are the inner ones.
The T7 => T6 transition has also two allowed transitions Au = +/-1 but they are the outer
oness and the other two have Au = 2.
The T7 => Tg transition and the Tg => T7 transition have eight transitions: two Au = 0, two
A|ii = 2 and four allowed transitions, the allowed transitions are the inner ones.
The Tg => T6 transition has the same kind of transitions as T8 => T7 only the allowed ones
aree the outer ones.
The Tg => Tg transition has four A|i = 2, four A|i = 0 and eight allowed transitions and the
allowedd ones are the inner ones.
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Figuree 6.5 The calculated energy levels versus the strength of the magnetic field.
ForFor model 1 the lines arise for #3 from a T? to Fj transition, for #4 from a Tj to T& transition
andand for #8 from a ƒ) to f« transition. The forbidden transitions are given with the dashed
lines. lines.
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6.55 Experimental results and discussion
Wee have measured the Zeeman effect at lines #3, #4 and #8 in magnetic fields up to
166 T, at temperatures of 30 K, 4 K and some also at 1.8 K. In one specimen the field was
directedd along a <100> direction, in the other along an arbitrary crystallographic direction;
alwayss only the light emerging parallel to the field was observed. In order to find the
polarizationn state, a X/4 polarizing filter was inserted in the light beam and the signal was
optimized.. The other polarization state was detected by reversing the direction of the field
(thiss being easier than changing the filter); arbitrarily the first measured direction, giving the
strongestt signal, will be referred to as positive.
Unfortunatelyy the Zeeman-splitted lines could, due to experimental difficulties, only be
detectedd when the sample was irradiated with a very high intensity of laser light. It was
observedd that, after having performed measurements for some time, the spectrum of the
returnedd light changed considerably, see figure 6.6; we will call the original condition state I,
andd the new condition state II.
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Figuree 6.6 The Zeeman spectra of the two different states that could be observed in the InP.Yb
samplessamples at a magnetic field of 12 T immediately (I) and after a few hours of laser illumination
(II). (II).
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6.5.11 State I
Itt was observed that some lines in one Zeeman multiplet increase in intensity at the
costt of the other lines, if the magnetic field is increased above about 4 T, see figure 6.7 and
6.8.. This can be understood, since in that case the Zeeman splitting of the lowest sublevel of
thee excited state, from which all these transitions originate, is no longer small compared to kT.
Ass the lifetime of this excited state is long enough to establish some thermal equilibrium the
occupationn of the lowest Zeeman level will increase at the cost of the other Zeeman level(s).
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Figuree 6.7 The Zeeman spectrum of line #3 to #8 at, from bottom to top, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16
teslatesla in the positive polarization direction instate I of the off-axis sample at 4.2 K.
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Itt was seen that in every case exactly half of the multiplet lines at the low-energy side increase
inn intensity (by about the same amount), while the other half decreases, see figure 6.8. This
cann only be explained if the lowest sublevel of the excited state splits into a Zeeman doublet;
itt should therefore be the T7 level, in agreement with our earlier conclusion.
Duee to the low intensity of line #3, the Zeeman splitting of this line could not be observed; at
loww field this line was invisible, whereas at a higher field only one Zeeman component
becamee visible in positive polarization, see figure 6.7. The slope of the field dependence
agreess well with the theoretical expectations, as can be seen comparing figure 6.5 with figure
6.9. .
Linee #4 was seen to split into 6 Zeeman components if the field is in an off-axis direction;
whenn it is applied in a <100> direction 6 components remain visible, not coinciding with the
originall ones, indicating a strong anisotropy of the splitting.
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Figuree 6.8 The intensity versus the magnetic field of the positive (full line) and the negative
(dashed(dashed line) components of lines #3, #4 and #8.
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Figuree 6.9 The positions of the Unes versus the magnetic field for line #3, #4 and #8 in state I.
TheThe <100> oriented sample is indicated by a cross and the off-axis sample with a diamond.
Detailss of the magnetic field splitting of line #4 are depicted in figures 6.9 and 6.10. In the
off-axiss oriented material again one strong line was seen in the positive polarisation and the
otherr ones were of equal intensity up to 8 T. The positively polarised line increases in
intensityy by a factor of about two, in going from 0 to 16 T, the negatively polarised line
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decreasess by a factor ten. The anisotropy, intensity dependence and number of lines all
indicatee that line #4 must be T7 => T8 transition which has 8 lines, all other possible
transitionss from a T7 level show less lines.
Linee #8 splits into 4 Zeeman components with an off-axis field, with the field in a <100>
directionn the both innermost components become no longer visible, whereas the both
outermostt ones remain at the same position. This is exactly the behaviour expected for a
T77 => T6 transition (in a T7 => T7 transition the both outermost components should disappear
withh a <100> field), see figure 6.5. Details of the splitting of the photoluminescence line
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Figuree 6.10 The different spectra in the positive (+) and negative (-) polarization direction
areare given at 10 and 16 tesla.
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#88 in the magnetic field are given figure 6.9 and 6.10. The total splitting width is about 4 nm
inn a field of 16 T, so also the magnitude of the experimentally found Zeeman splitting agrees
withh the theoretical expectations for this transition, see figure 6.9, further supporting such an
assignment.. Additional features observed in this region probably originate from the lines #5 #7.. From the Zeeman splitting of the photoluminescence lines it can therefore be decided that
modell 1 of table 5.2 is the only possibility for the energy level assignment of Yb in InP.
Thiss energy level assignment is in agreement with all the available data mentioned before,
exceptt for the earlier Zeeman measurements of Aszodi el al. [6.3]; they observed the Zeeman
splittingg of line #3 into 8 components showing a large anisotropy, which is incompatible with
aa T7 => T7 transition. We also observe a splitting into 8 components, but only in state II, see
figuree 6.11.
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999

Figuree 6.11 The new Zeeman splittings in the "line #3 region". Eight lines can be
observedobserved alternating two in the positive polarization direction and two in the negative at
1616 tesla.

6.5.22 State II
Thee spectrum in the line #3 region changes dramatically as the specimen transforms
fromfrom state I to state II, see figure 6.6. In state II eight lines in the off-axis oriented crystal and
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fourr lines in the <100> oriented crystal are observed, yielding a splitting with a total width of
aboutt 4 nm in a field of 16 T. Several features of the Zeeman spectrum of line #3 are
illustratedd in the figures 6.11 through 6.13. In all cases the intensity of all lines increases
tremendouslyy when the field is increased above 10 T. One line, observed in positive
polarisationn at the low-energy side, becomes dominant and is four times stronger than the
otherr ones, which are of similar intensity. In the off-axis-oriented specimen strong circular
polarisationn of the light was detected, where adjacent lines were polarised in opposite sense.
Forr lines #4 and #8 the changes are not so striking, see figure 6.14. Both states of the off-axis
orientedd material show slightly different spectra for line #4, but at a sufficiently high field
alwayss six lines appear.
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Figg 6.12 The Zeeman lines in the line #3 region for magnetic field of 0,4,8,12, and 16 tesla.
DecreasingDecreasing the field from 16TtoO Tfor some time at 4.2 K a small "rest" is observed.
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Figg 6.13 Line #3, #4 and #8 in state II at 14 T. The negative polarization direction is three
timestimes amplified.
Thee only difference between both states of the crystal for line #8 is that in state I the line at
highestt energy increases its intensity with increasing field, which does not happen in state II.
Thee origin of the transition from state I to state II, and of the eight lines seen in state II in the
"linee #3 region", are still unclear. A T8 => T7 or T7 => T8 transition is expected to have four
liness in the <100> direction and eight in the random direction. The lines in the <100>
directionn oriented material should correspond to the inner components and the other lines
shouldd appear at the outer side. In contrast to that, two lines are observed at the inner side and
twoo lines at the outer side.
Besides,, if it were a T8 => T7 or T7 => T8 transition there would be no reason that all the lines
gainn intensity, as experimentally found.
A r 8 = > r 88 transition, the hot line #2', should have 8 and 16 lines in the two materials. It is
possiblee that not all the lines are observed because of transition probabilities or lower
occupationn of the higher levels.
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Figuree 6.14 The positions of the Zeeman splittings of line "#3" versus the magnetic field in
statestate II. The triangles indicated the position of the lines in the off-axis material, the crosses in
thethe <100> directed material.
Thiss assignment agrees with the fact that the lines can only be observed in the higher
magneticc field where the lowest sublevels of the highest excited state have sufficiently
loweredd their energy to become populated.
AA Tg => Tg transition, however, cannot explain the positions of the lines. Also no lines were
observedd of the other hot line, #2. The fact that the lines of the <100> direction oriented and
thee off-axis oriented material coincide seems to indicate that there is no, anisotropic, Tg
involved. .
Thee fact that both the positively and the negatively polarised lines grow with the increasing
magneticc field indicates that not the same Ti level is involved as for line #4 and #8. It is
possiblee that the origin of these lines cannot be found in this energy level diagram, and that a
differentt defect is involved.
Thee fact that the Zeeman lines can be found in the two samples with the same intensities
relativee to line #4 indicates that there can be a connection with the yet unexplained lines #5 #77 and #9, which can always be found in the photoluminescence spectrum of every InP:Yb
samplee with the same relative intensities as lines #3,, #4, and #8. Such a defect would have to
bee of a high symmetry, since one line is split into eight at least one Tg level should be
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involved,, and is therefore not related with line #1, the trigonally distorted Yb3+In ~ Xp centre
[6.3]. .

6.66 Conclusion
Fromm the Zeeman splitting of lines #3, #4 and #8 in state I it can be concluded that
modell no.1 is the correct energy level diagram. This assignment is in agreement with
literaturee and the measurements described in chapter 5. Upon application of a high magnetic
fieldd and under laser radiation a transformation of two states has been observed. The nature of
thiss reversible transformation and the nature of state II remain unclear at this moment.
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Summary y
Inn this thesis an optical analysis of the properties of rare-earth doped semiconductors
iss presented. Research on semiconductors is interesting because many questions about these
substancess are still unanswered, while modern technology can hardly exist without silicon
chips;; these can be found in every piece of equipment and even in almost every toy.
Onn the other hand, optical research is important, e.g., for the improvement of data transport
usingg glass-fibre technology. The rare-earth element erbium can emit infrared light at a
wavelengthh of around 1500 nanometers, which is least absorbed by glass-fibres.
Inn the first chapter of this thesis, a discussion is given of the effects on the energy levels of the
light-emittingg atoms due to the symmetry of their environment, when these atoms are
imbeddedd in the crystal of the semiconductors silicon or indium phosphide. Starting from a
freefree erbium ion, first the influence of the spin-orbit coupling is mentioned, and secondly the
splittingg of the ground level and the first excited level, caused by a crystal field of tetrahedral
orr cubic symmetry, is calculated.
Inn chapter 2 the results of an experimental photoluminescence investigation of erbium-doped
siliconn and silicon oxide are presented. From the resemblance of both spectra it is concluded
thatt the erbium ion is in both cases surrounded by a similar environment, in which oxygen
playss an important role. The same can be concluded for erbium in erbium oxide and in
galliumm arsenide. Both substances show a very strong emitting defect, which seems to be due
too erbium atoms surrounded by oxygen, situated near the surface of the sample.
Inn chapter 3 it is discussed how to identify the five lines belonging to an erbium atom in a
crystall field of cubic symmetry, when the luminescence spectrum is known. A transformation
off some parameters is given, which is needed to compare the crystal-field splitting of the
groundd level with that of the excited level. Next the selection rules are discussed, and a
numericall method is given to find the most probable identification. Additional contributions
too the crystal-field splitting are calculated in second-order perturbation theory. Finally the
measuredd data, given in chapter 2, are interpreted and discussed in more detail.
Numericall computations on the Zeeman splitting of the Er3+ ion in a crystalline environment
aree presented in chapter 4. Different symmetries are investigated, the results are compared
withh experimental data for about 50 erbium-related electron paramagnetic resonance spectra
off cubic, trigonal, tetragonal and orthorhombic crystal sites.
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Thesee calculations confirm the empirically found rule about the sum of the g values. This
subjectt is fully in development, and in future a connection between the electron paramagnetic
resonancee spectrum and the optical spectrum of the same defect will be endeavoured.
Inn the following two chapters another semiconductor is investigated, ytterbium in indium
phosphide.. A system that, although showing a strong of resemblance with erbium in silicon, is
muchh easier to investigate, simply because it emits a stronger luminescence signal.
InIn chapter 5 an attempt is made to find the correct sequence of the crystal-field levels in the
groundd state and the excited spin-orbit multiplet of ytterbium in indium phosphide. Several
experiments,, providing information on this ordering, will be briefly discussed; these include
thee luminescence intensity, the temperature and stress dependence, and magnetic resonance
results. .
Inn chapter 6 the investigation of ytterbium-doped indium phosphide is continued with
measurementss of the Zeeman effect of the luminescence lines, in magnetic fields up to
lótesla.. A conclusive debate, also including the results from chapter 5, is held about the
sequencee of the crystal-field levels in the multiplets of ytterbium in indium phosphide. A new,
nott yet understood transition of the system to a different state is reported; this transition can
onlyy be observed in a high magnetic field under simultaneous strong laser excitation. Further
investigationss on this phenomenon are recommended.
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Samenvatting g
Hett optisch onderzoek naar het gedrag van zeldzame aarden in halfgeleiders is
interessantt omdat, enerzijds, de wereld niet meer voor te stellen is zonder halfgeleiders in de
vormm van chips; in elk stukje apparatuur en zelfs in speelgoed zijn ze te vinden. Anderzijds
speeltt licht een belangrijke rol, bijvoorbeeld in het datatransport: de glasvezeltechnologie.
Tenslottee geeft het zeldzame aardmetaal erbium licht af in een golflengte-gebied dat het beste
doorr glas doorgelaten wordt, namelijk in het infrarood met een golflengte van rond de
15000 nm.
InIn hoofdstuk 1 wordt de kristalstructuur van silicium en indiumfosfide besproken, en de
consequentiess die deze structuur heeft voor de verontreiniging met zeldzame aard-atomen.
Beginnendee bij het vrije erbium ion wordt er gekeken naar de invloed van de spin-baan
koppelingg en worden de splitsingen van het grondniveau en de eerste aangeslagen toestand ten
gevolgee van het kubische kristalveld berekend.
InIn hoofdstuk 2 worden de fotoluminescentie spectra van erbium in silicium en silicium oxide
mett elkaar vergeleken, uit de overeenkomsten wordt geconcludeerd dat erbium in beide
gevallenn een zelfde soort omgeving ziet, waarin zuurstof een belangrijke rol lijkt te spelen.
Hetzelfdee wordt geconcludeerd voor erbium in erbiumoxide en in galliumarsenide waarbij het
onderzochtee defect, wat sterk licht geeft, een geoxideerd erbium atoom aan het oppervlakte
vann het monster lijkt te zijn.
Inn hoofdstuk 3 wordt besproken hoe de juiste vijf lijnen, die horen bij een kubisch defect, uit
eenn bekend luminescentie spectrum te kiezen. Eerst wordt de transformatie van de kristalveld
parameterss besproken die nodig is om de gemeten waarden van de grondtoestand en het eerste
aangeslagenn niveau te kunnen vergelijken. Vervolgens wordt er gekeken naar de selectie
regelss en wordt met behulp van de computer een meest waarschijnlijke identificatie gegeven.
Dann wordt, in tweede orde storingsrekening, de invloed berekend van het eerste aangeslagen
niveauu op de ligging van de vijf lijnen die het grondniveau vormen. Tenslotte worden de
consequentiess van de voorafgaande beschouwingen voor de resultaten van de metingen
beschrevenn in hoofdstuk 2 besproken.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 is de splitsing berekend van de spectrale lijnen van het erbium ion in een
kristalveld,, onder invloed van een magneetveld. Zo'n vijftig, uit de literatuur bekende,
elektronn paramagnetische resonantie spectra zijn vergeleken met de theoretische waarden
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verkregenn voor kubische, trigonale, tetragonale en orthorombische symmetrie. Het blijkt dat
dee empirisch gevonden vuistregel over de som van de g waarden ook uit te rekenen valt. Dit is
eenn onderwerp dat nog volop in beweging is, waarbij ook gepoogd word het elektron
paramagnetischee resonantie spectrum te koppelen aan het optische spectrum van hetzelfde
defect. .
Inn de volgende twee hoofdstukken gaat het niet langer over erbium in silicium, maar over
ytterbiumm in indiumfosfide, een systeem dat enerzijds vergelijkbaar is met erbium in silicium,
maarr dat anderzijds veel beter te onderzoeken is, omdat er eenvoudigweg meer signaal vanaf
komt. .
Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt geprobeerd het enig juiste energie niveau diagram vast te stellen met de
behulpp van de invloed van temperatuur en druk op het luminescentie spectrum en het
bijbehorendee elektron paramagnetische resonantie spectrum.
Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt dit onderzoek aangevuld met metingen van het Zeeman effect in een
magneetveldd tot 16 tesla. Er wordt een met hoofdstuk 5 sluitende argumentatie gehouden over
dee ligging van de energieniveaus. Er wordt bovendien een nieuwe, nog onbegrepen fase
overgangg gevonden, die alleen geobserveerd wordt in een magneetveld onder sterk laserlicht.
Ookk hiernaar is verder onderzoek aan te bevelen.
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Populairee samenvatting
Spectroscopischee analyse van erbium gedoteerd silicium
enn ytterbium gedoteerd indiumfosfide
InIn ons allen leeft een natuurkundige, want ieder van ons brengt dagelijks bewust of
onbewustt fysische wetten in toepassing (wie kaatst moet de bal verwachten, boem = ho!), en
iederr gebruikt apparaten, die door natuurkundigen zijn uitgevonden en gebouwd (televisie,
personall computer). Ook stelt iedereen zich vragen over natuurkunde (Waarom valt de maan
niett naar beneden? Hoe ontstaat de regenboog?). Met de laatste vraag komen we op het terrein
vann de optica waarover ook mijn onderzoek gaat.
Siliciumm en indiumfosfide zijn halfgeleiders. Deze stoffen zijn interessant omdat de
hedendaagsee technologie, sinds de transistorradio, gebaseerd is op halfgeleidertechniek. "Je
kuntt geen stukje speelgoed meer oppakken of er zit een chip in." Deze chips nu, zijn gemaakt
vann silicium.
Hoewell silicium in de laatste veertig jaar de best onderzochte stof is en we er nu heel veel
meee kunnen, is ook nu nog lang niet alles bekend over deze stof, en wordt er nog steeds door
velee laboratoria over de hele wereld onderzoek naar gedaan.
Hoewell silicium met een extreme zuiverheid bereid kan worden, is het voor de meeste
toepassingenn essentieel dat er zeer kleine hoeveelheden, nauwkeurig gedoseerde, vreemde
atomenn in het silicium worden ingebracht. We noemen dit doteren met onzuiverheids
atomen. .
Behalvee aan silicium heb ik ook metingen gedaan aan indiumfosfide, een andere halfgeleider
die,, in tegenstelling tot silicium, uit twee verschillende chemische elementen bestaat, indium
enn fosfor.
Dee onzuiverheden die in dit onderzoek bekeken werden waren erbium en ytterbium, twee
chemischee elementen die behoren tot de zogenaamde zeldzame aardmetalen. Zeldzame aarden
zijnn bekend als lichtgevende stoffen, je vindt ze aan de binnenkant van een kleurentelevisie
schermm (twee andere zeldzame aardmetalen, europium en terbium geven bij bestralen
respectievelijkk rood en groen licht) en in TL-balken. Dat stoffen licht kunnen uitzenden als er
lichtt op valt is welbekend, denk aan het oplichten van witte stoffen in een "black light" of aan
dee stickers en sterren met "glow in the dark" effect. Het eerste is luminescentie, het
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verschijnsell dat als je licht op een stof schijnt, deze stof onmiddellijk reageert door licht van
eenn andere kleur uit te zenden. Het tweede, lang nalichten in het donker van bijvoorbeeld
wijzerss op horloges, noemen we fosforescentie.
Inn mijn onderzoek heb ik twee combinaties van deze stoffen onderzocht: silicium met erbium,
interessantt omdat dit gebruikt wordt in de glasvezeltechnologie, waarbij razendsnel gigabytes
aann informatie door een haardunne glasvezel over vele kilometers verzonden worden, en
indiumfosfidee met ytterbium, dat geen technische toepassing heeft maar interessant is omdat
hett een relatief eenvoudig systeem is, waar veel licht vanaf komt.
Inn de in mijn proefschrift beschreven Spectroscopische analyse worden voornamelijk op
fotoluminescentiee gebaseerde technieken gebruikt.
Hett blijkt dat bij luminescentie de kleur van het uitgezonden licht altijd naar de rode kant in
hett spectrum verschoven is ten opzichte van het invallende licht, dit betekent dat, als je
bijvoorbeeldd blauw licht instraalt, er groen licht terug kan komen. Je kunt het als volgt zien:
alss je een basketbal in een strak net gooit kun je de bal zo hoog gooien als je wilt, hij komt
vrijwell tot stilstand in het net en valt dan van de onderkant van het net met een vaste snelheid
naarr beneden. Dus als we, bijvoorbeeld, kijken hoe hard de bal de grond raakt weten we
preciess hoe hoog het netje hing.
Bijj de elektronen in de onderzochte stoffen gaat het net zo, het elektron krijgt een zet van het
invallendee licht en gaat daardoor even naar een baan van hogere energie in het atoom. Het kan
alleenn maar naar zijn oude baan terug door het uitzenden van licht, waarvan de golflengte
correspondeertt met het energie verschil tussen de beide banen.
Ikk doe metingen aan dit uitgezonden licht, dat in het geval van erbium en ytterbium infrarood
iss en dus niet met het blote oog zichtbaar: hoe reageert het op temperatuur verschillen, op
drukk en op het plaatsen van sterke magneetvelden.
Dezee metingen worden gedaan bij omstandigheden waar de storende invloed van de
omgevingg van het atoom zo klein mogelijk is, dus bij extreem lage temperaturen (-270 °C),
wantt dan is deze storing het minst. Het aanslaan van de elektronen gebeurt met sterk laserlicht
vann een golflengte die we precies kennen.
Ditt werk is zuiver wetenschappelijk onderzoek, wat betekent dat eventuele toekomstige
technischee toepassingen nu nog niet bekend zijn. Met het resultaat van mijn metingen en
berekeningenberekeningen kunnen we precies de omgeving beschrijven die het lichtgevende atoom
zichh heen heeft, anderen mogen met behulp van dit en nog vele andere proefschriften betere
optischee elementen zoals (toekomstige) silicium chips die zowel met elektrische als met
optischee signalen werken, betere lichtgeleiders, beeldbuizen of zonnecellen maken.
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